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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to explore the

rel-ationship between definition of health and health-
promoting behaviors in a group of ol-d.er adults, namery,

those ol-der adults part.icipating in fitness

faciÌities/programs. rt has been suggested in the l_iterature

that. definition of heal-th may be an important. factor in
health behavi-ors.

The study design is a descriptive correl_ational_ desiqn.

The Laffrey Heal-th conception scale (Laffrey, L9B6) , the

Heal-th-Promoting Lifest.yJ-e profile (warker, sechrist, &

Pender, r9B1) | and a demographic form \^/ere used to determine

the ol-der adul-ts' definition of hearth, health-promoting
l-ralrar¡i nrc .-ri rlomnrrr:nhi ¡ ChafaCtefiSties - I)es¿-r.i n1- .i, s¡¡v vçruvv!q¡/rrr\/ \_rté!ctuL-gr_L5LI__. -t-_*ve

aFaf .i^È.1 ^^ ñsrarrsrrcs, pearson correlation coefficients, and partial
correl-ations were used in the data analvsis.

The results indicated that. this sampre of ol_der adul_ts

perceived a mul-tidimensionar definition of hea]th. of the

sample demographic characteristics, onry marital_ status r^ras

significantly correl-ated with definition of heal-th. The

results arso showed that these older adul-ts reported

participation in a range of actual_ health-promotinq

behavi-ors. Being older was positiveJ-y correlaLed with

behaviors representing interpersonal support., while having

l-1



more education was inversely correl-ated with behaviors

representing stress management. Three dimensions of health

were correl-ated with two dimensions of heal-th-promoting

behaviors. Only a smal1 percentage of the variance in

health-promoting behaviors was accounted for bv the

statistically significant correl-ations found in the study.

Based on the findings from this study, there is some

indication t.hat hearth definition may have l-imited cl-inical

significance as a factor in heal_th-promoting behaviors.

aal-
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l-l'rrnl-ar 1v¿¿st/ uv! Statement of the problem

rnterest in personal heal-th behavior has increased in
recent years amongi policy makers, health professionals, and

the general public. rt is one consequence of Lalonde/ s

Heal-th Field concept (Lalonde, Lg74) which served to elevate

human biology, environment, and l-ifestyle to a level of
importance equal to that of hearth care organization. The

interest in hearth behavior is also supported by a growing

body of evidence that l-inks individ.ual behavior to positive
heal-th outcomes. Research has demonstrated a positive

correlation between heal-th behavior practices and physical

health status (Belloc & Breslow, IgiZ,. Breslow, 1,912;

Palmore, 1970; Reed, l-983,. Stenback, Kumpulainen, &

vauhkonen, 1,918,' wiley & camacho, 1980,. wirson & Elinson,

1981) and longevity in adults (Ber-r-oc , 1,973; Breslow &

Enstrom' 1980; Kapran, seeman, cohen, Knudsen, & Guralnik,

L9B7,' Palmore, 1970; Rotevatn, AksJ_en, c Bjelke, !989) .

rt is frequentJ-y argued that with lower rates of
morbidity and/or mortality one can expect reduced heal_th

care use and l0wered health care costs (Bennett & Krasny,

1,9'17,' Rachl-is & Kushner, 1989) . Unfortunately, it is
difficult to assess accuratel v fhe êcônnmic impact of
positive health behaviors and, therefore, this potential_



benefit remains open to conjecture (Evans, r9g4; Higgins,

19BB) . Neverthel-ess, a need to cont.ain hearth care costs has

heJ-ped to focus attention on personar heal-th behaviors.
rr'rl-..i 'l ^ -^.: nq .i n I nnryor¡.i f rz ârô i mnnrÈ:wrrJ-J-e gal--.- ¿v¡¡yv v ¿Lr -*nt, consideration is

now al-so being given to quality of life. rt is clear that
increased attention has been placed on heal_th behaviors as

^nô ¡^r=rr l-n l-ral*.i^r.l --.:.r.--ì^ ma.i nfa..i n r¡icr.f enrì rrnnrì nhrzqir.r.lvyel' uv ¡rç¡y ¿tlUIVJLlLfd.l_j ...s+¡¡ 
" ry__ vvg Ìr'--l

functioning (Gilbert, 1986; Tager, 1981,. Verbrugge, 1994) .

As the elder]y population (aged 65 and ol-der) increases

at an unprecedented rate, to an estimated 21 percent of the

Canadian population by the year 2031, (Statistics Canad.a,

L9B4), greater attention to the heatth and social needs of

this poputation will- be needed. A focus on older canadians

is timely. The baby-boom generation has now approached

middle age. older members of the baby-boom population witr
reach 65 years of age in 201,1,. when it is recarred that a

person reaching age 65 has, on averagre, 10 to 20 years of
life remaining (Statistics Canada, 1984), the importance of
extending health-promoting concerns to this âcrê .rrôrrn is
underscored (Minkler & pasick, 1986,. Moyer, 1_9BI; pend.er,

l-987) . Attention is turning toward quality of ]ife in
addition to longevity. The exclusion of el-derry peopJ_e as a

focus of concern in heal-th-promoting efforts ignores the

potential for positive outcomes in this age group (Ge1ein,
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l-983,' Gilbert, 1,986; Kee, 1,984,. Mink]-er & pasick, l-9g6;

Moyer, 1981; Walker, Volkan, Sechrist, & pender, IggB) .

The Heal-th promotion survey (Health & welfare canada,

L9BB) found thaf rlosnit-o higher rates of reported health
probrems among the eJ-derry population, three out of four

elderly people (aged 55 and ol_der) reported that their
health is good, very good, or excellent for their ase.

simil-ar resul-ts have been found in other .sf rcJies rT,:e¡g,

Bank, Jarvik, & Het.l-and, 1,gjg,'Linn & Linn, 19g0,.Minkrer,

1918; Stoi-ler, 1984) . To some extent, these results are

i-nconsistent with traditionâ I exncr.i- :J- i 6¡-q ancl ì macrcq of
aging (Health & wel-fare canada, lggg) . The discrepancy

between o]der people's perception of their health and the

vital- statistics on heal-th in o]_d age, such as the incidence

of chronic diseases, suggests that hearth is beinrv orr¿lg¿lsci

in different hrays (Gelein, 1983) . In order to enable ol_der

people to enhance health ¿¡nnrrl'inn t- ^ +heir individual
needs, âD understanding of their heal_th beriefs and behavior

appears essential_.

There is confusion and confl-ict in the riterature about

the definition of health. onry a handful of studies have

actuarly examined lay concepts of health and their
correlates. rn particular, there is limited knowledge about

the ol-der adu.].i- 'e r-nnnoni- ìn¡ of health. Some investiqaEors
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suggest. that conceptions of heal-th be refíned. and broadened

to have greater rel-evance to the elderly (corantonio, 19gB;

Minkler & Pasick, 1986). According1y, Col-antonio (1988) and

others (Minkrer & Pasick, 1986) maintain that hearth should

be defined as the ability to live and function effectivelv
in society, to exercise self-rel-iance and autonomv to the

maximum extent feasible, but not necessarilv as total
freedom from disease. Because the elderly popurat.ion is such

a heterogeneous group they may not. share this same

functional definition of health. Further studv is needed to

expJ-ore o.l-der persons' definition of heal_th.

It has been suggested in the literature that the

definition of health to which individuar-s subscribe mav

influence the extent to which they engage in heal_th

behaviors (Calnan & Johnson, 1985; Laffrey, 1986, I990;

Pender, 1987) . In addition, pender (1987) proposes that
differences in definitions of health shour-d resul-t in
dif fering pat.terns of health behaviors. The rel_ationship

between an older person's definition of health and his or

her behavior needs t.o be clarified. A]-though an increasing

number of studies are examining the personaÌ health

behaviors of ol-der adurts, relatively little is known about

the most important psycho-social correl-ates of health

behavior in this poputation. rn order to assist older peopl_e
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in developing positive health behaviors, it seems imperative
to know more about potential psycho-social- infl-uences such

as definitions of health.

Effecti-ve qerontol-ogicar program development is l-imited
by gaps in knowledge about the heal_th behar¡ior nf ^r.Jer
people (Dean, Hickey, & Hol_stein, 1996) . Most of the

research on heal-th behaviors has been d.one within a

preventive framework and has focused on a l_imited number of
behaviors such as the seven practices studied by Berloc and

Breslow (r972) . Also, despite the growing a\,,¡areness of the
relationship between heal-th behavior practices and physical_

well--being, little is known about the f¡errrrann., nr o,rch

behaviors in ol-d.er adults, or the factors that sustain these

behaviors in l_ate l_ife.

Eighty percent. of people over age 65 report at feasc one

heaÌth probl-em (Health & Welfare Canacìa - 19g9) . By focusing
research narrowly on disease avoidance behaviors or
preventÍon (pender, 1,997) | one may fail to address the
hearth-promoting needs of the order adult. The conseguences

may be passive or partiative health maintenance and

treatment approaches, rather than hea]_th-promoting daily
routines for older adults. A hearth promot.ion framework

which encompasses a positive approach to living seems more



relevant fOr nlrìor ¡rlrrll-e vet rê'ì âj-.i rroly little iS knOwn

about this popuration' s hearth-promoting behavior patterns.

Accordi-ng to Dean, Hickey, and Hol-stein (1986), research

in aging must shift from problem-centered approaches and

pathology models to approaches which identifv t-he far:Eors

inf l-uencing hea]-th and heal-th-related behaviors. The elderl_v

themselves, in the Heal-th promotion survey (Health & wel-fare

canada, 1988), have provided a view of their health which is
not based on problems. They have indicated that good hearth

is not the exception for their â9ê, but the norm. Thev have

also indicated that health is an important factor in their
subject.ive welJ--being (Larson, 1-g7g) . fn light of this view,

StUdieS dOCUme.'t ì nrr l- ha haa I i- h-Ìrrômôi- ì nn þgþ¿viOrS Of Older

adurts and the factors rel-ated t.o those behaviors must also

be given priority.



Purpose of t.he Study

The purpose of this study is to explore the relat.ionship

between definition of hearth and health-promoting behaviors
in â ñr^1rñ nr older adults- The sfrrrlrz oxnlorerl f hov¿ue! quqrÇÈ. rrlç ùLu\ly E^I/av!çu uttç

relationship between these two concepts in ol_der adu]ts

participating in fitness facil_ities/programs.

crarifying the older person's definition of hearth may

be an ímportant step in assessing the ol-der adultr s health-
promoting behavior. Many researchers have measured perceived

health status and heal-th behaviors in the elderlv but few

have studied definition of health and its rel-ationship to
health-promoting behavior.

The specific research questions addressed in this studv

r¡rere the followinq:

1. what is the definition of health perceived by older

adults participating in fitness facilities/programs?

2. What is the relationship between demographic

characteristics and definition of heal-th for older adul_ts

participating in fitness facilities/prosrams?

3. what are the health-promoting behaviors of ol-der

adult.s part.icipating in fitness facilities/proqrams?

4. I¡ühat is the relationship between demographic

characteristics and health-promoting behaviors of order

adults participating in fitness facirities/programs?



I
5. what is the rel-ationship bet.ween def inition of hearth

and heal-th-promoting behaviors of order adults participating

i-n fit.ness facil-ities/prosrams?

Quantitative anarysis was used to examine the research

questions. Definition of heal-th and hearth-promotinq

behaviors \^¡ere def ined in this st.udy as f ol_lows:

Definition of health - the personal meaning of hearth

for the indivj-dual-, as measured by the score on the Laffrev
Heal-th concept.ion scal-e (LHcs) . Four dimensions of heal_th

are included in the scale: clinical, rol_e

performance/functional, adaptive, and eudaimonistic.

Definition of health, concept of health, hearth conception,

and meaning of health are used interchangeably in this
study, as reflected in the literature.

Health-promotinq behavior - activiti-es that serve to
maintain or enhance the l_evel of wellness, self-
actualization, and fu]fil]ment of the individual, as

measured by the score on the Health-promoting LifestyJ-e

Profile (HPLP) .



Significance of the Study

Promoting health among individuals, families, giroups,

and communities is a fundamental- concern of nursing. rn

recent years, health and hearth behaviors have received

increased attentíon from researchers. However, given the

gaps in knowledge about concepts of health, and heal_th

behavior and functioning of ol-der people, more attention is
needed. With the expected increase in the number of

individuars over 65 years of age in the folrowing decades,

promoting health in this age group will be a chall-ense.

Health-promot.ing initiatives, to be effective, must

build on the existing knowledge, beliefs, and competencies

of the older adul_t (Dean, Hickey, & Ho1stein, l_996) .

Therefore, it appears criticar to take inco account older

adults' definition of heal-th as a prerequisite for effective
health communj-cations. In addition, because of the

heterogeneity of the older popuration, an examination of
health-promoting behaviors in various sub-groups of this
population is essential. This study wil-1 contribute to
nursing knowredge about health and aging by exproring the

rerationship between definítion of hearth and heal-th-

promoting behaviors of older adult.s participating in fitness
facilities/programs.
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Furt.her research is required in order to improve our

understanding of psycho-social influences on order adults/

heal-th behavior. rt has been suggested in the literature
that knowledge of heal-th conception across popuration groups

may increase the abiJ-ity to understand and predict other

heal-th-related variables such as hearth behavior (Laffrey,

1-986,' Pender, 1987) . Until we know more about the facrors

contributing to healthful patterns of behavior or their most

important correlates, the ability to develop intervention

strat.egies will be ]imited (Mechanic, 1,gjg). rt would be

advantageous for health professionars to know the variables

associated with the health-promoting behaviors of ol_oer

individuals.

Public policy and programs arone cannot real_ize t.he soal-

nf acci cr- inn older adults to enhance vioor enrì onnd nhv.c.i ..¡'lv¿sur quu¿uù Lv çrltlallutr: vJ.yvr qrrlr y\JLJ(,¿ p_-, _

functioning. older adul-ts must also have positive hearth

attitudes and behavior. rnsofar as health-promoting programs

aim to improve health by infl_uencing the actions of
individuals, an understanding of health beliefs and behavior

is crítical (Health & Wetfare Canada, 1989) . This study will
add to the knowledge in this complex but important area.
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Chapter 2. Review of the Literature

This l-iterature review is directed towards the two mator

concepLs of this study, namely, definition of health, and

hearth-promoting behaviors. Literature is expJ_ored in terms

of the various conceptions of health, ol-der adul_ts,

perceived heaÌth status, and health behavior and its
correlates. rn order to provide a comprehensive background

on the two concepts, relevant research in Medicine,

Psychology, sociology, philosophy, GerontoJ-ogy, and Nursinq

was reviewed. Tn integrating and discussing the findings, a

diversity of results and cl-aims based on the research are

noted.

Definitions of Heatth

Health, a major concept, has not received a consistent
or agreed upon definition (Baranowski, 1991,. Kerrer, 1gBL,.

King, 1990,' Laffrey, 1986,. Morse, 1,991 ; Tripp-Reimer, 1,9g4;

Winstead-Fry, 1980) . Confusion reigns relative to the

meaning of the word health. Many writers postulate on the

reasons for this confusion- Do'l fman 11q?3) suggests the

versatility of the word, health, leads to ambiguity and

vagueness. Health is a word which has been used to express a

certain concept, such as "a state or condition of wel-t-
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accuracy. Schlenger (L97 6) sees the attempt to force

unidimensionality on to the phenomenon of health as the

primary cause of confusion. Heal-th has come to refer ro a

number of different dimensions (Dol_fman, L974; pender,

1984) . some of the difficul-ties, then, in defining heal_th

are: (a) it is a value judgement (Boorse, L9'l'l; Dubos,

1965),' (b) it is a subjective state (Dubos, 1965; Kass,

1-975) ; (c) it is an abstraction difficult to operational_ize

(Dubos, L965; Siegel , 19'73) ; (d) it is a relative concepE

(Dubos, 1965; Kass, I975; Siegel , I973); (e) it is
culturally determined (Dubos, L965; rdler, rgjg,. Moravcsj-k,

191 6) .

The concept of heal-th l-ies at the crossroads of what we

do, what we are, and what \¡re would l-ike to be (Moravcsik,

791 6) . The concept of health which prevails in a societv is
important both in theory and in practice. rt forms the basis

for understanding the phenomenon of heal_th and infl_uences

what peopre do individuarly and coll-ectively to advance

health (Breslow, 19'72) . DoLfman (l_973) attempts to alleviate
some of the confusion surrounding the meaning of health by

presenting an historical- examinat.ion of the concept.
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Past and Present Concepts of Health

The word heal_th first appeared around 1000 A.D.

(Dol-fman' I973). whol-eness r^ras an int.egral characteristic of
its origin and historical deveropment. Although other

defj-nitions have attempted to refine this notion, health as

soundness or wholeness of body has been used and accepted

for aS long as the word health has existecl tDol fm:n 1973) .

According to Dolfman (19?3), the present ambiguity

assoCiat.ed with the meanino nf t-ho r^rnrrl health can be traCed

to the modern period of its development. wit.h the spread of
mechanistic thinking, the popular conception of health as a

disease-free ,state cmeroerì (payne, 1993). Thus heal_th and

disease were considered pol-ar opposites with the absence of
one defining the presence of the other (Burns, rg76; Lewis,

1953; Payne, L983; RedIich, I976,. TiÌ1ich, 1961) . The most

prominent advocates of this perspectÍve were medical

physicians. The focus cenLered on the di.sease cnd nf the

continuum. This focus on disease probably occurred because

for most of human existence the hea't1-h nrob]em facing

society has been overcomíng disease (Bresrow I rgi2) . whil_e

this notion that health is a disease-free state was popular

during the first hal-f of the 20th century, by the mid-2Oth

century the heal-th picture had changed. As a whole, peopte
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were not disease-ridden and new positive conceptualizations
of health emerged (Bresl_ow I IgjZ; Dolfman, 1973) .

rn 1'947, the worrd Health organization defined heal_th in
a neT¡r wây,' "health is a state of complete physical_, mentar

and social- wel-l-being, and not merery the absence of disease

and inf irmity" (w. H. o. , 1-941) . This def inition marked a

positive conception of hearth, viewing heal-th as the
possession of distinct positíve qualities instead of the

absence of anything. However, this definition of heal_th is
not without criticism. criticisms have focused on its
abstractness and lack of suitabiIirw f.'r empirical testinq
(Kottow, 1980,. Wylie, J.g]-0) . Other wrj_ters describe the

concept as utopian and impossibl-e to achieve (Dubos, :-96s;

Hoke, 1,968) ; a concept that is not discoverable but onl-y

advocable (Boorse, Igjj) . According to Hoke (196g), this
positive definition of health makes hearth a constant state
of complete harmony, which ís a mirage or an unatt.ainabl_e

ideal in our constantly changing worl-d. rn addition, it
implies t.he excl-usi-on of disease, infirmity, or any kind of
defect in structure and function before speaking abouc a

state of health (Bonnevie, 1973,. Wytie | 1,970) . One miqht ask

how rel-evant this definition is to the elderJ_y popurat.ion,

since many elderly peopre are not totalry free from symptoms

or some type of infirmity.
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Another modern conceptual-ization views health as a state
or condition which enabl-es individual-s to furfill their
roles. More specifícalry, heal-th is defined as the optimum

capacity of an individual- to fulfill personal expectations

and perform social role tasks (Baranowski, l_gg1,. parsons,

L972) . rt is, therefore, defined with reference to the

person's particípation ín the social system. parsons (r912)

considered that heal-th and ill-ness woul-d vary as a function
of socia] and cultural conditions. As a resrrt-. t-ho notion
of what is hearth may be interpreted differently by various

cul-tural- groups . Dubos (1 9 65 ) and Baranowski (19 g 1) go

further by stating that concept.s of heal-th are specific to
particul-ar societies, cultural groups, institutional_
groupings, and physical environments. For this reason,

health may best be defined by a given person functioninq in
a given physical and soc j_al_ environment.

Heal-th has al-so been conceptual_ized as adapt.ation. The

adaptive idea of heal-th refers to the state of effective and

fruitful int.eraction of individuals wit.h their constantl-v

changing natural and social environments (Dubos, 1,96s;

Kovacs, 1989) . Individuals attempt to achieve a favorable

equilibrium with their envi-ronment, and their health mav be

judged by their ability to accommodate and adjust to the

various strains and tensions t.hey face. The nearest approach
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to heal-t.h is a physical and mental state reasonat^r'ìv free of
pain and discomfort, which allows a person to function as

effectively as possibre in the environment (Dubos, 1965) .

Equating health with normality is another modern

conception. Health constitutes a standard of adequacy

rerative to capacities, feeting states, and biological
functioning needed for the performance of social roles
(Kass, 1,9'75,' Twaddle, L974) . f f results fal_l within
predetermined ranges for the particular person, s age and

Sex' the individual- is dee¡nerì hoalt-hr¡ rTwaddle, L9'14) . For

physiological- medicine, hearth as freedom from disease is
then statistir-e'l nôrmâ'l i f r¡ of function (Boorse , 1,g-l j) .

A further concept that has emerged equates heatth with a

posit.ive lifestyle. Hearth is viewed as each person being a

unique combination and integration of physical, mentaJ_,

emotional, and spiritual dimensions of aliveness tRerg,

1975,' Schl0sser, L9"71,. Winstead-Fry, 1gg 0 ) . within this view

health is a product of one's totat vray of riving. This

conceptual-ization expands the notion of heal-th to incrude a

quality of life (Berg, 1975; W.H.O., 1986) . AJ-so,

encompassed in this perspective is a phitosophic view of
hearth emphasizing the realization of potentiaÌs and

creati-ve self-actualization (Ardel-1, rgjg; pender, L9gl-,

l-990; Schlengêr, 1,976,. Schlosser, 1,9j7; Simmons, l_9g9).
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This conceptuatization builds on the work of Dunn

(1959), who introduced the ccln.-ê.,i- or high-leve1 wel-lness.

This concept takes into consideration the whole person and

his or her environment. rn other words, grood heal_th is a

continual process that can evolve into wel-l-ness (Bruhn,

Cordova, Vüi11iams, & Fuentes, I9j1,. Dunn, 1959) . Hoke (196g)

and Parse (1990) hol-d a simirar view by describing the

phenomenon of health as a living activity, not a product.

Health is regarded as a r^ray of responding t.o the tot.al
environment and is observable as a behavioral_ process.

The worrd Health organization (1984, 1986) recentlv
expanded its vision of health. Heal-th is nor^¡ seen as a
resource for everyday l-ife, not the objective of living.
Health is a positive concept emphasizing physical_

capacit.ies, personal and social resources (W.H.O., ]- gg4,

1986) . rmproving hearth requires a secure foundation in the

basic resources of income, shelter, and food. (Hoke, 196g;

llü.H.O., 1984). Based on this expanded vision of heatth,
promoting rifestyles conducive to hearth invol-ves

consideration of personal coping strategies as wel_l_ as

beliefs and values about health. Arr of these factors are

shaped by lifelong experiences and riving conditions
(W.H.O., 1,984). As a resul-t, one might expect varying
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ofnotions of heatth depending on the values and aspirations

each sub-group or indívidual in societv.

From this examination of health concept.s in the

J-iterature, it appears that heal-th is a complex concept with

physiological, psychological, social, spiritual, and

environmental dimensj-ons. There is littre agreement in the

professional- l-iterature about the meaning of heal-th. Health

has been variously defined as absence of disease; compl_ete

physical, mental, and social well-being; performance of

social rol-es and tasks,. adaptation to changing natural_ and

social environments,. normaÌity,- an ho1istic process

emphasizing actualizatj-on of human potentíal; and a resource

for everyday l-ife. As individual and social- values change,

it may be expected that the meanincr nf r.þs word. health will_

change. Possibly the word health cannot be defined

universally but it may be defined diversery or within sub-

groups.

Lav Concepts of Health

There is interest in the ray person's concept of heal_th.

some investigators suggest that professionals and lay peopre

may not share the same ideas concerning health (Cofantonio,

1988; Laffrey, 1986; Morse , IgBi; Tripp-Reimer, 1994) . Thus,

it woul-d appear important to take int.o account Iay concepts
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of heal-th. However, only a handful of studies have actually
invest.igated how 1ay people define heal_th.

Baumann (1961) , in an American study, asked 201_ cl_inic

pat.ients and 262 medical students what they thought most

peopre mean when they say they are in good heal_th. Three

major orientations i^rere identified: (a) feeling state,
represented by statements about a general_ feeling of well-
being,' (b) symptom, represented by statements about. absence

of symptoms of disease,' and (c) performance, represented by

statements about what a person shoul_d be able to do

(Baumann, 1-967) . The responses made by both groups r^rere

multidimensional-; that is, responses rdere from more than one

category. The notion presented by these two groups was that
hearth is a multidimensional concept. that includes more than

the absence of disease. simil-ar findings were reporced in a

more recent st.udy by Boyle and Counts 1f98g); a sample of

community adults in west virginia respond.ed to j-ntervj-ew

questions that elicited their beliefs and perceptions about

being healthy.

rnteresting similarities and differences in health

conceptions are seen ín different cultures. wirl_iams (19g3)

studied the concepts of heal-t.h used by erderly Aberdonians

(aged 60 and older) and compared them with the concepts

ericited from interviews with middle-aged parisians by
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Herzlich (l-973) . Health as ,'not íllness" in paris is
parallel-ed in Aberdeen by a gieneral usage of hearth as the

rel-ative absence of disease. Health as a reserve of strength
in Paris is contrasted in Aberdeen as a continuum of
strength, local weakness and total exhaustion. Thirdry,
health as an equi]-ibrium with one, s þray of life in paris is
parallered in Aberdeen as functionar fitness (wilIiams,

1983) . Williams (1983) suggests that. cul-tural conceptions of
a simil-ar kind are involved here despite differences in ase

and nationalitv.

using a phenomenoJ-ogical approach, parse and col_feasues

(1985) studied the lived experience of health based on

participants' written descriptions of a personal situation
in which a feeJ-ing of health was experienced. participanrs

tnlere asked to share their thoughts, perceptions, and

feelings about the situation. For those adults over 65 vears

of âgê, 1,73 descriptive expressions reflected three common

elements that Parse labeIled: transcendent vitatirw_
generating completeness, and synchronous contemplation. The

definitions of health identified are different from those

general-ly found in the literarrrre, Thew ref lect the

researcherts perspecti-ve on health. Nevertheless, the

descriptive expressions leading to the specific common

elements are familiar: (a) feeling of ariveness, (b) vibrant
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and ful-l of zíp, (c) being able to perform my duties¡ (d)

participating in productive activity, (e) freedom from

r^rorry, and (f) being alJ_ right (parse, Coyne, & Smith,

t_985).

several health themes were reported in a study conducted

by d'Houtaud and Field (1984) in northeast France. A sample

of 4000 adult participants responded to an open-ended

question on what heatth meant to them. Ten dominating themes

emerged: (a) hedonistic uSc of 'l i fo /l-\l aryrrì 't i l¡ri rrm (c)

reference to the body, (d) vitality, (e) psychological well-
being, (f) hygiene, (g) value of health, (h) prevention, (i)
physical aptitudes, (j) absence of sickness (d'Houtaud. &

Fie]d, l-984) . The greater depth of dat.a provided in this
study as compared to Herzl-ich's (1973) investigation is
attribut.ed tO 1- ho 'ì ¡rcar "ample size, 4000 respondents

versus 80 respondents, and the inclusion of arl social

classes. The greater depth of data may al_so be attributed to

the specific open-ended question used to explore the

definition of hearth. Furthermore, d,Houtaud and Fiel-d

(1984) investigated the meaning of health onry, whereas,

Herzlich (1973) and will-iams (1983) J-nvestigated both heal_th

and il]ness together. The emphasis on health may be the

reason for the few themes evoking the image of il-tness found

in the d'Houtaud and Field (1,984) study.
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Hal-f the heal_th-related themes appearing in t.he

d'Houtaud and Field (1984) study did not appear in a study

conducted by corantonio (1988) in London. one hundred

subjects hrere interviewed to reveal Seven major response

categories describing health: being fit, feeling we11, not

being ill-, good health behaviors, rooking weÌ1, and good

environment (Col-antonio, 19BB) . Again, there is support for
hearth as a multidimensional concept that. includes more than

the absence of il-l-ness.

Research into lay conceptions of heal-th was conducted in
a neighborhood in the center of a canadian city (Morse,

1987) . Three broad themes were identified: (a) health

attributed to both physicat and mental parameters; (b)

health was either physical or mental_ dimensions; (c)

physical and mental parameters of heal-th were separate

(Morse, L987) . A mind/body definition of health was also

reported in a study of nursing students (Hanna, lggg) .

rnLerestingly, Morse (1987) found that subjects who defined

health in physiological parameters were exncri cnni nn chronic

or acute illnesses or diseases. rn conLrast, those subjects

who defined heaÌth in psychological parameters reported that
they did not have acute/chronic disease. The findinqs

suggest there may be a relationship between one, s definition
of health and one, s own physical health status.
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That lay definitions of health may differ from

professional definitions in the riterature has been

suggested by some writers (Col_antonio, 19BB ; Laffrey, L9B6;

Morse, 1987; Tripp-Reimer, 1984) . Morse (rggj ) compared J-ay

concepts of health with Ke]Ier/s (1981) categories of heal_th

definitions found in the professional- literature. The

comparison showed commonalities within broad biologicar,
psychological, and holistic dimensions. However, aspects of
hearth incruded in the fay concepts were nutrition, sreep,

exercise, and work (Morse, 1987) . These findings were also

supported in other studies (Colantonio, 19gB; drHoutaud &

Field, L9B4; v'Ioods et â1., 19BB) . These activities may be

seen as a means to heal-th by professionals, but they are

presented as indicators of health by fay subjects.

Baumann (1961) found the rel_ative emphasis an individual
placed on a particular dimension of heal-th to be affected bv

various fact.ors: age, education, social- crass, reJ-igious

affiliation, and current physical- condition. However, in
ot.her studies the same factors have not been found, except

for social cl-ass (Cal_nan & Johnson, 1985,. d'Houtaud ç Field,
1984; I¡'ioods et â1., 1988) and physicar health status (Morse,

l-987) . Col-ant.onio (1988) found no significant differences in
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heal-th concepts between older and younger age groups or

between sexes.

rt has been suggested that socialry disadvantaged groups

may be more likely to defi-ne heal-th in negati_ve terms, such

as the absence of i1l-ness which seriously disrupts necessary

activit.ies (Baumann , I96l; Calnan & Johnson, 19g5,. d.'Houtaud.

& Field, l-984). DrHoutaud and Field (1984) found

socioeconomic cl-ass position of the respondents to be the

most discriminating variable in the health conception

responses. There was a gradient from the higher to the lower

socioeconomic cl-asses, the former conceiving health more in
positive and expressive terms, and t.he latter more in
negative and instrumental- terms (drHoutaud & Field, 19g4) .

on the other hand, calnan and Johnson (1995) found more

marked social class differences in concepts of health when

they r^rere defined in the abstract compared with when thev

hrere defined in rel-ation to personal health. when asked in
the abstract about health, working cl-ass women more

frequently used a unidimensional definition of health

reJ-ating to ability to carry out activities,. whereas, their
professional counterparts more frequently operated with
multidimensionar definitions reJ-ating to being active and

fit. (calnan & Johnson, 19gs) . calnan and Johnson (19g5)

suggest the social class differences in concepts of health,
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particularly when elicited in the abstract, might be the

resul-t of the social context. of the int.erview. professionals

may find it easier to give their views about abstract
concepts and articurate those responses to a midd.l-e class

interviewer (carnan & Johnson, 1995) . At present, the effect
of socioeconomic status and other variables on concepts of
health remains uncertain.

From these studies it. is noted that import.ant

rerationships concerning hearth concepts have been

identified using lay persons as subjects. However, the

research has been l-imited to a small number of indivi_dual_s

and culturar groups. Also, there is limited knowledge about

the older adul-t's conception of health. some investigators
suggest that conceptions of heal-th be refined and broadened

to have greater relevance to the elderly (cotantonio, 19gg;

Minkl-er & Pasick, l_986) . According]y, heal-th should be

defined as the ability to rive and function effectiverv in
soci-ety, to exercise sel-f-reliance and autonomy to the
maximum extent feasibl-e, but not necessarÍly as total
freedom from disease (Co1antonio, 19gg; Minkler & pasick,

l-986) . Because the elderly populatÍon is such a

heterogeneous group they may not share this same functional
definition of health. Further investigat.ion is indicated t.o

explore the older person's conception of health. Tdl_er
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(r979) has ident.ified the paucity of research in this area

and emphasizes the importance of using laity as subjects.

This strategy would ensure that the research remains

socially rel-evant and grounded in reality.

Models of Health

Progress is being made toward the development of models

of heal-th. schlenger (r976) proposed a model for structurinq
the concept of health based on a muttidi-mensional- view of

hearth. This model- involves a systems view of human beings,

characterized by two underlying processes. One, a

unidimensional- negative feedback process, involves current

concepts of health as absence of disease or attainment of

equilibrium. The other, a multidimensional- positive feedback

process, invol-ves self-actualization and growth. According

to schrenger (r976), a comprehensive definition of health

must address both components. when health is viewed as

unidimensional such as the absence of disease, an individual
with chroni-c disease cannot move toward health wi_thouc

reduction in disease. As a result, the individual- can never

be considered heatthy. with a murtidimensional concept of

health, an individual can continue to fulfill role
expectations, adapt to environmental- changesr or sel-f-

actualize, despite having a chronic disease. Therefore,
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hearth may present in severaf dimensions despite the

presence of disease.

Tripp-Reimer (1,984) proposed a model- of heal-th that
focused on normality as medicarry defined. Heal_th in this
conceptual-ization is seen as a state. A healfh orirt ì_s used

to show that the heal-th state contains two d.imensions: an

etic dimension (disease - nondisease), which reflects the

scientific or objective interpretation of health; and the

emic dimensi-on (wel-lness irlness), which represents the

lay or subjective definitions of hearth. The various

quadrants of the grid: disease - wellness, disease

ilLness, nondisease werl-ness, and nondisease il-l_ness

indicate congruence or j-ncongiruence between the perspectives

of the layperson and the health professional_. The model- is
presented as useful_ cross-culturally when heal_t.h

professionals and laypersons of differing ethnic background

may disagree about health.

Newman (1980) defined hearth as the tot.al_ity of life
processes, including disease as a process. Newman, s model_ of
health addresses holistic characteristics of human beinqs.

The model- emphasizes the actualizing potent.ial of
individuars throughout the rife span. Four dimensions of
hearth are identified: (a) health is a fusion of disease and

nondisease,. (b) health is the manifestation of an
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individualts unique pattern,. (c) heal-th is an expansion of
consciousness with time and movement a measure and

reflection respectiveJ_y of that consciousness,. (d) heal-th

encompasses the entire life process. Operational definitions
for many of the terms used are needed before any testing of
the model can occur.

smith (1981, 1983) attempted to resolve t.he seemingly

unrel-ated and multiple views of health into a number of
distinctive concepts. According to smith (1991, 1983), atl
of the various concept.ions and ideas of hearth can be

resol-ved int.o four distinctive types: (a) clinical, in which

health is viewed as the absence of disease or symptoms; (b)

rol-e performance, in which heal-th is viewed as the abil_itv
to fulfil-l- socially defined roles; (c) adaptive, in which

health is viewed as flexibl e aclir:st- mcnf to r-hancy.i ncr

circumstances; and (d) eudaimonistic, in which heal_th is
viewed as exuberant well-being and self-rearization. These

four conceptions can be viewed as arternat.ive i-deas of
health, although they are not mutually excl_usive ideas

(smith' 1981, 1983) . Moving from the crinical to the

eudaimonistic, health conception becomes i-ncreasingry

comprehensive (Smith, 1981, I983) .

Two studies reported in the riterat.ure have used smith, s

model- of health (stuifbergen et â1., 1990; woods et â1.,
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1-988). Woods et al. (1988) explored the meaning of health

with a sample of women from a eommrrnifw in the U.S.A.

Pacific Northwest.. The question, "what does being healthy

mean to you?rr was used to elicit woments health imaqes. rn

addition to evidence of the ¡ì ini¡rl -ole performange, and

adaptive concepts of health, the woment s responses yielded

evidence of nine heal_th images consistent with the

eudaimonistic concept of health. stuifbergen et al. (1990)

studied the definition of health perceived by adults with

long-term disabilities. The adul-ts in this study also

supported the four concepts of health described bv smith

(1981, L983) . The respondents praced t.he most emphasis on

the role performance, adaptive, and eudaimonistic concepts
a€ 1l^^ 1Èl^
v! ¿rçof LII .

In a major paradigm shift, the mandala of health

developed wit.hin the Toronto Department of public Health

(Hancock, 1-985; Hancock & perkins, 1985) emphasizes an

ecologic model of human health. The mandala of hearth in
this conceptual-ization is a bio-psycho-socio-environmental

model of heal+h rÈ ì-^^-^?rates the individua]_, the family,

the community and society in an hol-istic er-ôswqtêm The

model identifies four factors that. infl-uence the heatth of

the individual and the famiJ_y: (a) human biology, (b)

personal behavior, (c) psychosocial_ environment, and (d)
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physical environment. The individuar, the family, and these

four factors are shown in the manda]a as existing within the

community. The community is also identified as a maior

infruence on health. Finarry, the mandal-a identifies the

^^-*"-'i ¡" exi si- ina r^ri .l- hi n â waql- arn i- on].rnn'l nn j ¡vvrruuurrrLy o.Þ çô¿ÐLrtty w_LL-rl._.. ,teeuv!r¡, , SCl,ence

based cul-ture. According to t.his model, the v¡ay in which one

perceives health and react.s to ilrness is heavily j_nfluenced

by cult.ura1 values, attitudes, and beliefs. The model

provides a broad perspective on health.

The concept of health, then, has evol-ved over time. More

traditional views of health, with disease as the central
focus, have merged into comprex, mul-tidimensional model_s of
health (Payne, I983) .

Relationship to Hea1th-promotinq Behaviors

Few studies have focused on the relationship between

definition of hearth and. health behaviors. However, it has

been suggested in the literature that the definition of
health to which individuars subscribe mav i nf 't rcnr-o r- he

extent to which they engage in hearth behaviors (cal_nan &

Johnson, 1985; Laffrey, 1986, L990; pender, 1987). Al-so,

Pender (1987) proposes that differences in definitions of
health should result in differing patterns of health

behaviors.
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Laffrey (1985) investigated the relationship between

self-actualization and health conception, and the importance

of these two variabres in predict.ing health behavior choice

in a random sample of adul-ts living in three U.S.A.

midwestern suburbs. The hearth conception measure was based

on the four concepts of hea]th as descr'ìl-rcrJ l^rr¡ .qm.ifh (1981).

Laffrey (i-985) found that defining heal-th as high-reveI

wellness as opposed to absence of i1l-ness was positivery
correl-ated with behavior choices for the purpose of
promoting health. However, since health behavior choice was

measured and not actual- health behavior, there may be

differences i-n the relationships found.

Calnan and Johnson (1985) speculate that health conceprs

may not be of value in explaining patterns of heal_th

behavior. The question is raised about whether health as

defined in the abstract is important in helping to explain
health behavior. According to calnan and Johnson (19g5), the

abstract definition may not be of value in explaining health
behavior because it may only represent ideal "images,' about

health. Health conception may serve as a means of makinq

sense of health action rather than acting as a precursor of
actions (carnan & Johnson, l-995) . The sociar context in
whi-ch health behavior occurs and the way circumstances

encourage or act as a barrier to choices of act.ions mav be
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more influential in explaining hearth action (cal-nan &

Johnson, l-985) .

The rerationship between personal definitions of heal_th

and health behavior remains uncertain. Because few studies

have focused on this relationship, further study is needed

to clarify the rel-ationship.

From this review of health concepts in the l-it.eratrrre.

certain gaps in knowledge are evid.ent. There is confus j-on

and conftict in the professional- riterature about the

meaning of health. rn addition, only a handful- of studies

have examined lay concepts of health and their correlatres.

There is limited knowredge about heaÌt.h conceptions hetd by

elderly people. Further study is needed. to explore these

concepts. Although it has been suggested by pender (1987)

and other investigat.ors that the definition of health co

which a person subscribes mav inflrrcn¡-o the extent to which

he or she engaqes in health behaviors, few studies have

actually examined this relationship. The relationship
between an elderly person's definition of health and his or

her heal-th behavior remains uncertain. Further research is
needed to clarify this relationship.



Older AduIts and Perceived Health Status

fn heal-th terms, there is no magical age when one

becomes an o.l-der adult (Health & werfare canada, l-989) .

Neugart.en (1914) empJ-oys the Lerms ',young-o1d,' for persons

55 to 64 years of âgê, "old" for persons 65 to is years of
âgê, and "ol-d-ol_d" for persons over 75 years of age. In
addition, iL is proposed that the wetl- elderry are usual_ly

younger (60 to 75 years) (Burns, 1985) .

It has been suggested that what ol-der neont o rln

personally for their health is indicative of their sel_f-

perceived heal-th status and their concerns about hearth

(Hickey, 1988) . According to pender (1987) , perceived heal_th

status plays a rol-e in the frequency and intensity of
health-promoting behaviors. Few investiqators, however, have

attempted to examine what heal-th means in old age. Most

researchers have preferred to investigate serf-perceived

heal-th in old age, without exami-ning the individual-'s

conception of health.

rt bears emphasizing that investigators rarery provide

definitions of health for their respondents (wright , r9g5);

subjects are l-eft t.o use their or^¡n interpretations. rn

asking older adul-ts to assess t.heir health, it is as thouqh

some int.ernalized and commonry accepted standard of heal-th

exists when the respondent is asked, "How wouJ-d you rate
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your health at the present time?', (Fi1l_enbaum, Igi-g) .

variations j-n concepts of hearth cautions against obtaining

evaluations of personal- health status without also obtaj-ninq

evidence about the respondents' definítions of health

(Wright, 1985) .

what are subjects evaruatj-ng in studies in which heal_th

has been l-eft undefined? The Health promotion survey (Hearth

& welfare canada, 1988) found that despite higher rates of

reported hearth probJ-ems among the elderly population, three

out of four erderly peopre (aged 5s and ol-der) reported that.

their health was good, very good, or excellent for their
age. similar results were found i-n other studies (LaRue,

Bank, Jarvi-k, & Hetland, 1,979; Linn & Linn, 1990; Minkler,

1,918; Sto1ler, 1984) . To some extent, these results are

inconsistent with traditional expectations and images of

aging (Health & vüelfare canada, 1-ggg) . The discrepancy

between ol-der people's perception of their health and the

vital statistics on health in oId age suggests that health

is being eval-uated in different ways (Gelein, I9B3) . In

order t.o enabl-e ol-der people to enhance health according to
their individual needsr ân understanding of their hearth

beliefs and behavior appears essential.
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Psvcho-social Correlates of perceived Health

Gerontol-ogists have investigated correlates of self-
perceived health in order to understand what influences an

ol-der person's perception of health. positive sel_f-perceived

heal-th has been found to correlate with age (cockerham,

Sharp, ç Vüil-cox, 1,983; Ferraro, l-980,. Maddox, 1,962; StoJ_1er,

'J-984) | gender (Ferraro, 1980,. Fillenbaum, 1,979; Heal_th &

Welfare Canada, 1988; Stoller, 1,984) , educat.ion (Cockerham,

Sharp, & Wilcox, L983; Ferraro, 19BO) , and income (Mínk1er,

L9'18). For exampfe, Cockerham, Sharp, and Wilcox (l-993)

found the proportion of people who feer their heal_th is much

better than others their âgê, to be approximatery two times

greater for people 60 and older than for those people ress

than age 60. The rerationship between gender and self-
assessment of heal-th is more ambiguous. rn general, otd.er

women have been found to assess their health more positivery

than ol-der men. However, in the Hearth promotion survev

(Heal-th & Welfare Canada, L9B8) older \^romen \^¡ere slightly
more IÍkely than ol-der men to report onry fair or poor

health. Further research is needed to clarifv this
rel-ationship.

rn terms of socioeconomic level, Minkler (19T9) found

that members of a low-j-ncome group described their physical

health less favorably than members of middle-class sroups.
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However, no such differences were noted with respect to
their perceptions of their mental- and emotionar health. rn

fact, more than 90 per cent of the respondents (aged 60 to
1-02 years ord) described their own mentar and emotional

hearth as the same or better than that of other peopre their
age (Minkl-er, i-9'78) . The fact that Minkler (1979)

categorized health as physical, mentaÌ, and. emotional health
may have been a factor in the results obtained. Most

investigators obtaíned a gtobar assessment of health from

ol-der people without providing any particular health

concept. rt does appear, however, that there is some support

for gender and social- crass differences in sel_f-perceived

health. Nevertheress, good sel-f-rated hearth appears to be

the norm among elderly respondents.

Many studies have attempted to gather information on the

validity of setf-perceived health measures. The usual_

approach is to use physicians' ratings, cl-inical findings,
functional ability, and 1ongevity as crit.eria for
val-idation. This impries that most of the investigat.ions

tend to be concerned wit.h physicar hearth. There is a

general tendency for data to demonstrate that. self-
assessments of health, among the elderry population, are

positively related to these objective health status measures

(Ferraro , 1,980; Fillenbaum, 1,919; Id1er, Kasl, & Lemke,
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1990,'KapIan & Camacho, 1983; LaRue, Bank, Jarvik, &

Het]and, L979; Linn & Linn, 1990; Maddox, L962; Maddox &

Douglass, I973; Mossey e Shapiro, Igg2) . However, some

writers question the appropriateness of such measures for
assessing the validity of perceived health reports. For

example, although physicians, eval-uations are based on

objective criteria, it has been found that the

interpretations of such objective data tend to vary

considerably (Hickey, 1980) . Therefore, how valid are

physician judgements as criterion measures of self-ratings
of health? Stoller (1984) suggests t.hat self-assessments of
hearth are infl-uenced by ot.her factors besides the objective
indicators of health status.

rn sunmary, self-perceived health status is thought to
pray a rol-e in the hearth actions of individuals.
Researchers have investigated self-perceived hearth in ord

â9€, but rarery provided definitions of heal_th for their
respondents. The concepts of heal_th underrying the serf-
reports of health remain uncertain. Despite this probJ_em,

the elderly population reports positive perceptions of their
health. The factors influencing these perceptions of health
are uncl-ear. Further research into the older personrs hearth

beliefs and behavior is necessarv.
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Heal_th Behavior

rt is evident from the review of the literature that the

concept of health behavior is not treated. with consisEencv

or clarity. Heart.h behavior has been defined as "anv

activity undertaken by a person betieving himself to be

heal-thy, for the purpose of preventing disease or detectinq

it in an asymptomatic st.age" (Kasl & cobb, 1966) . Horstein
(1986) believes this definition is too static and should be

more dynamic and holistic. Hearth behavior has since been

depicted as a multidimensional phenomenon rather than a

unidimensional- phenomenon (Ruffing, L979; Steele & McBroom,

1'972) . The result has been a l-ist of health behavior

indicators limited onty by the imagination of the

investigator and the purposes of the study. Often,

conceptuar distinctions along which behavior is organized do

not. exist (Rakowski, 1986) .

rn L979, Harris and Guten introduced the concept of
health-prot.ective behavior to incl-ude both preventing and

promoting activities. They defined health-protect.ive

behavior as "any behavior performed by a person, regardless
nf hic/lrar ^orceived or actual health status, in order torvrvv+vvs v! qvuuqr rrtr:o.rLtr òLctLLlS, III Ofcle

protect, promote, or maintain his/her health, whether or not

such behavior is objectivery effective toward that end,'
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(Harris e Guten, 1979) . pender (1997) criticizes the

definition as obscuring rather than clarifying the differinq
mechanisms that underlie health-protecting behavj_or as

opposed to health-promoting behavior. pender (1997) views

such a distinction as essential to understanding differences
in the dynamics underlying the respective behaviors.

Pender (1987) and parse (l_990) do make a distinction in
health behaviors. Hearth-promoting behaviors represenr

individual-s acting on their environment as they move toward

higher l-evels of heal-th rather than reacting to external
inf l-uences or threat.s posed by the envi_ronment. Heal_th-

promoting behaviors are described as activities that are a

part of an individual's l-ife.sf vìc- qrrch as physical

exercise, nutritional eating practices, development of
social- support, and use of stress management techniques

(Pender, 1987) . fn contrast, health-protecting behavior

refers to prevention. Major emphasis is placed on guarding

or defending an individual or group against illness or
injury. Prevention is a set of actions that ward off
specific ill-ness conditions lParsc- l aaQ; pend.er, 1987) .

Brubaker (1983) supports this distínction by indicating that
to promote is "to help or encourage to exist or flourish,',
whereas, to prevent is "to keep from occurring,'.
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rn a more general sense, Hickey (1990) referred to
heart.h behavior as an important manifestation of a person, s

psychologicar perspective. rt refl-ects bot.h individual
concerns about health and individuar perceptions of health
status. over time, hearth behavior revea]s a person's

pattern of views about health (Hickey, j_990) .

such conceptual differences have implications for
understanding health behavior. However, according to Dean,

Hickey, and Hol-stein (1986), such differences are E.o be

expected in the process of conceptualizing this neglected

subject. They predict that a consensus will evol-ve from an

exchange of ideas and an accumulation of knowl-edqe. rn the

meantime, l-ack of consistent definitions makes it difficult.
to compare results across multiple investigations.
Correlates of Health Behavior

Mortalitv.

A series of longitudinal- studies conducted by the Human

Populat.ion Laboratory in Arameda county, carifornia,
explored the relationship of personal hearth practices and

subsequent mortarity (Berl-oc | Lgj3i Bresrow & Enstrom, 19g0;

Kaplan, Seeman, Cohen, Knudsen, & Gura1nik, lgg7) .

rndividual health practices included hours of sleep,

regularity of meals, physical activity, smokingT, drinking
alcohol, and weight in reratj-on to desirable st.andards for
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height. The number of hearth practices reported showed a

striking inverse relationship with age-adjusted mortality
rates in both the 5 L/2 year (Belloc, 1,973) and the g t/2
year mortality follow-up (Bresl_ow & Enstrom, l_990) .

Mortality, as measured by age-adjusted rates in this
probability sample of 7000 persons, râras more strongly

associated with poor health practices than it was with

physicaì- health status or income level (Bell_oc, L973;

Breslow & Enstrom, 1980) . Data indicated sìror:ôri- fnr lþs
idea that following good heatth practices leads to lonser

Branch and Jette (1984) question the generarizability of
these findings to the elderly population. They used daca

from the Massachusetts Hearth care panel study to examine

the same health practices and 5 year mortarity rates in an

elderly (65 years of age and ol_der) sample. The consistent

relationship between personal heal-t.h practices and mortal-itv

found in the Alameda studies coul-d not be reo]-i ¡-ai- orj in the

Massachusetts sample of elders.

other studies, however, have found. substantial evidence

for the importance of hearth practices in the mortality of

older persons (Kapran, seeman, cohen, Knudsen, & Guralnik,

L987,' Palmore, L9'70; Rotevatn, Akslen, & Bjelke, 1999) . The

1'1 year mortality follow-up in members of the Alameda countv
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study who were 60-94 years of age at baseline provides such

evidence. rn this age group persona]_ health pract.ices were

associated with morta]ity (Kaplan, seeman, cohen, Knudsen, &

Guralnik, r987) . These investigators argue that even amons

the elderly, mortality is not a uniform or random process.

Many of the health behaviors that are important determinants

of health among the middJ-e-aged are al_so important for the

elderly.

Tt is not cl-ear if the conficting results in these

studies stem from differences in popuJ-ations studied,

operational measurement, time of study, or some other

factors. rt is cl-ear that increased attentíon has been

placed on health behavior as one r^ray to help individuars
maintain vigor and good physicat functioning (Gilbert, 1,gg6;

Tager, 1981; Verbrugget 1984) .

Phvsical heatth status.

one of the aims of the research of the Human popuration

Laboratory, in Al-ameda, california, during the past 20 years

has been to investigate the relationship bet.ween health
practices and physicar health in the general popuJ-ation.

Heal-th is globally defined as a generalized state of
physical well-being of the individual-. The results
consi-stentry show that. common health practices of dairv l_ife

are positively and cumuJ-atively rerated to physical heal_th
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st.atus (Bel-1oc & Breslow, 1,9i2,. Breslow, Lg'12; WiIey &

Camacho, ]-980) . Simílar results are reported in other

studies (Pa]-more, r970; Reed, 1983,. wilson & Elinson, 1981) .

rn addition, the number of good health practices is reported.

to be positivery associat.ed with sel-f-assessed health

status; those people fol-towing a hea]-thy lifestyle are more

likery to rate their hearth as excel-tent. (Health & welfare

Canada, 1988; Segovia, Bartlett, & Edwards, 1999) .

Although empirical study of the relatíonship between

personal heal-th practices and physical hearth in the elderry
population has been limíted, some studies do support the

above findings (palmore, l-9'10; Stenback, Kumpulainen, &

Vauhkonen, 1978) . In a longitudinal study of health
practices in the elderly, palmore (1970) reported thac

exercise, weight control, and avoidance of cigarettes
contributed to better physical heal-th in this age group.

Brown and Mccreedy (1996), however, found no association

between health practices and physical hearth status in a

survey of elderly respondents (aged 55 years and ol_der) .

l\^^ñ.ir^ +luesprce che generally consist.ent positive rel-ationship

between health practices and physical health status, it is
difficult to conclude that the good practices are

responsible for better physical hearth. some study results
are cross-sect.ional and onry describe statistical
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association (BeI10c & Bresl-ow, rg72; Heal-th & wel_fare

Canada, l-988,' Segovia, Bartlett, & Ed,wards , 19B9; Stenback,

Kumpurainen, & vauhkonen, l-9TB). At issue is the assumption

that good heal-th practices read to better physical health

status. There is the problem that physical heal_th stacus can

alSO affect hoa'lf h r'rr¡r'i- i^eS; persons in poor physical

health may be unabl-e to perform the heal-th practices.

cert.ain studies (Parmore, 1,970; Reed, l-9g3,. wírey & camacho,

1980,' Wilson & Elinson, 1981) are significant because thev

show a positive rel-ationship between hearth practices and

physicaÌ health status over time while cont.rolling for
previous physical hearth status. They provide the clearesr

evidence that health practices have an impact on physical
l^^^lrt^IIEO.J- LII .

The assumed importance of personal health practices

suggests a need for a variety of studies of thís phenomenon.

The conflicting findings for ol-der adults suggest a further
need to cfarifr¡ f ha ra'l:t-ionShip between heal_th praCticeS

and physical health status in this age group.

Demographics.

The quest to understand the correlates and determinants

of heal-th behavior has intensified. The emphasis on

demographic correlates, however, has offered rÍttle insiqht
int.o the det.erminants of hearth behavior. The findinqs are
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frequentJ-y contradictory or not predictive of heal-th

behaviors. For exampre, some studies report. gender as an

important predictor of heal-th behavior (Brown & Mccreedy,

l-986,'Mechanic & Cleary, 1980,. Rakowski, 19gg; Rakowski,

Julius, Hickey, & Hal_ter, Ig8'7,. Wa]ker, Volkan, Sechrist, &

Pender, 1988), while other analyses dispute such a

rel-at.ionship (Hickey, Rakowski, & Julius, 1988,. Speake,

cowart, & Pel1et, 1989) .

Education, income, marital status, and age have also

been report.ed as factors in health behavior (Brown &

McCreedy, 1986,'Mechanic & C1eary, 1980; prohaska,

Leventhal, Leventhal, & Kell_er, 1985,. Rakowski , 1,998;

Riffl-e, Yoho, & Sams, L989; Speake, L9B7; Speake, Cowart, &

Pe11et, 1,989; Speake, Cowart, & Stephens, L99l; Walker,

Volkan, sechrist, & Pender, 1,988; weitzel, r9g9). According

to Norman (L981), socj-oeconomic status is the demographic

characteristic most reliably associated with health

behavior. On the other hand, Rakowskirs (1ggg) analysis

suggests that there are no consist.ent predictors of personal

health practices across age cohorts. The interpretations
that are made regarding the important correlates of health

behavior in adulthood depend on the age group that is
examined and on the set of heal-th practices that are chosen

(Rakowski, 1988) . Such a perspective has implications for
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how heal-th behavior is studied and defined in any particui-ar
investigation.

An increasing number of studies are examining the
personal health behaviors of ol-der adurts and the faccors

associated with those behaviors. unfortunat.e]-y, most studies
have tended to examine one or a small set of behaviors that
are not consistently defined across studies. As a result,
comparing the various findings is difficult if not

impossible. The evidence suggests that demographic fact.ors

are potential contributors to health behavior. But how these

factors interact remains unknown (Hickey, Rakowski, &

Julius, 1988,. Norman, 19BT) . Relativeì_y littl_e is known

about the most important psycho-social correl_ates of heal-th

behavior in the ol_der popul-ation.

Hea1th Behavior and Ol_der Adul_ts

rnterest in personar heal-th behavior has increased in
recent years. rt is supported by a growing body of evidence

that links individual behavior to positive hearth outcomes.

As the elderly population increases at an unprecedented

rate, to an estimated 2L percent of the canadian popuration

by the year 2031, (Statistics Canada , 1.994) , greater

at.tention to the hearth and social needs of this popuration

will be necessary. when it is recal-red that a person

reaching age 65 has, on average, 10 to 20 years of life
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remaining (Statistics Canada, i_984), the importance of
ext.ending healt.h-promoting concerns to this age group is
underscored (Minkl-er & pasick, L9g6; Moyer, j-991,. pender,

1987) . The exclusion of erderly people as a focus of concern

in hearth-promoting efforts ignores the potentiar for
positive outcomes in this age group (Ge1ein, l-9g3; GiJ_bert,

1986,' Kee, 1-984; Minkler & pasick, 1,996; Moyer, 1,9g1,;

Wa1ker, Volkan, Sechrist, & pender, l_9gg) .

Although many studies of health behavior are limited by

small sampJ-es or the exclusion of older respondents, the

Arameda county survey drew from a probability sample of 7000

adul-ts, with approximately 1000 respondents over age 6s.

Belloc and Breslow (L972) found a higher rate of positive
health behavior among order respondents. other st.udies have

reported similar findings (prohaska, Leventhal, Leventhar, &

KelJ-er, 1985,. Speake , 1,987; Volden et. â1., 1990,. Wa]ker,

Volkan, Sechrist, & pender , IgBB) . Canada, s Hea]th promotion

Survey (Hea1th & Vüelfare Canada, 19gg) also found that the
positive heal-th practices of older canadians (aged 55 and

older) are equal to or better than those of younger people.

Earlier studies limited their focus to a sma]r number of
health behavi-or practices, such as diet, sleep, exercise,

weight control, smoking, and al-cohol consumption. only

recently have researchers begun to examine a wider range of
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health behaviors and to focus on e]derly people (Duffy &

MacDonald, 1990; Prohaska, Leventha]-, Leventhal, & Keller,
1985; Rakowskj-, Julius, Hickey, & Halter, 1,gïi,. Riffle,
Yoho, & Sams, 1989; Speake, Cowart, & pe11et, 1,989; Speake,

Cowart, & Stephens, 1-991-; Walker, VoIkan, Sechrist, &

Pender, l-988). For example, walker, volkan, sechrist, and

Pender (1988) studied health-promoting behaviors using the

Heal-th-Promoting Lifestyle profile on a sample of community

elderly (men and women aged 55 to 88) living in the midwest

U.S.A.. The profile includes 6 dimensions of health-
promoting behavior: sel_f-actualization, health

responsibility, exercise, nutrition, interpersonal supportr,

and stress management. The results revealed that older

adults are a heterogeneous group refrecting variation in the

nat.ure and frequency of heal-th-promoting behaviors. The

results from this community-based study are consistent. with

the Health Promotion survey which found a wide ranse of
positive heatth practices, in which older respondents varied
in their health behaviors (Hearth & welfare canada, l-989) .

More recently, however, other American studies have also

reported using the Health-promoting Lifestyre profile co

examine ol-der adul-ts' heal-t.h-promoting behaviors (Duffy &

MacDonald, 1990,. Rif f 1e, yoho, & Sams , 19B9; Speake, Cowart,

& Pel1et, i-989) . The results from these communitv-based
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studies are similar,- they indicate that health-promotÍnq

behaviors are a conmon practice among ol_der adults.
rn order to assist ol-der peopre in devel_oping health-

promoting behaviorsr ân understanding of their heal-th-

promoting behaviors is essential. Effective gerontological
program development is limited by gaps in our knowl-edqe

about health behavior and functioning of ol_der people (Dean,

Hickey, & Holstein, 1986) . By focusing narrowly on disease

avoidance behaviors, when B0 percent of those over age 65

report at l-east one heal_th problem (Health & we]fare canada,

1989), one may fair to address the heal-th-promoting needs of
the ol-der adurt and contribute to the cultural dread of
aging so preval-ent in our society (Minkrer & pasick, 1986) .

The results may be a passive and palr-iative approach co

health mai-ntenance and treat.ment rather than health-
promoting daily routines for older aduj-ts.

According to Dean, Hickey, & Holstein (1gg6), research

in aging must shift from problem-centered approaches and

pathology models to approaches which identify the factors
shaping health and heatth-related behaviors. rn addition to
testing research models, studies documenting health-related
behaviors and the factors related to those behaviors must

also be given priority (Dean, Hickey, & Holstein, l_986) .
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rndeed, recent studies of older adults have examined

psychologicar factors related to their heatth-promotrng

behaviors as measured by the Health-promoting Lifestyle
Profil-e. The psychol-ogical- factors examined included

perceived health status, health l-ocus of control, and

perceived social support (Riffle, yoho, & Sams, 19g9;

Speake, 7987; Speake, Cowart, & pel_l_et, ]-9g9; Speake,

cowart,, & stephenst 1991"). positive rerationships between

health-promoting behaviors and perceived social support and

perceived health status r4rere found. in the studies. fn

additíon, higher internal locus of contror scores r^rere

associated with higher hea]-th-promoting behavior scores

(Speake, Cowart, & Pel-let, I9B9; Speake, Cowart, & Stephens,

l-991) . However, less than 242 of the variance in health-
promoting behaviors was accounted for by the psychorogical

factors,' a large percent.age of variance in hearth-promoting

behaviors remains unexplained.

ïn sunmary' it is evident from the review of the

literature that there is no agreed upon definition of heal-th

behavior. without consistency and clarity in t.he concept, it
is difficult to compare findings across studies.

Nevertheless, a number of studies attempt to identify the

correlates of health behavj-or. support is mounting for the

benefits of positive health behavior in terms of reduced
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mortality and improved physicar health status. The evidence

suggests that demographic factors are potential contributors

t.o healt.h behavior although findings are somewhat

contradíctory. How these factors interact remains unknown.

In general, little is known about the most important

social- correlates of health behavior in the various

groups, including the elderly populat.ion.

psycho-

age

studies of ol-der adults indicate that erderly people do

report practicing positive heal-t.h behaviors. More recent

studies have expanded their focus to include a broader range

of health practices. In some cases, older adults are

described as a heterogeneous group refrect.ing variation in
the nature and frequency of health behaviors. Gaps, however,

remain in our knowledge about the health-promoting behaviors

of older people. Further studies are needed to examine

health-promoting behaviors of order adults and the faccors

related to those behaviors.

Concl_usions

This review of the literature has summarized research on

definitions of health and heaJ-th-promoting behaviors of the

e1derly. The literat.ure on definitions of health disprays a

multitude of meanings for health. However, few studies have

examined lay concept.s of heal-t.h or the hearth conceptions
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held by elderry people. Arthough it has been suggested in
the literature that the definition of hearth to which one

subscribes may influence the extent to which one engages in
hearth behaviors, few studies have actualÌy examined this
relationship.

self-perceived health in oId age has been reported

extensively in the literature. self-perceived health is
thought to play a role in the heal-th actions of individuals.
what subjects are evatuating when health has not been

def ined iS unCertain. Neverthel e.c.q - iho c'l dcrl w nnr¡rr I ation

reports positive perceptions of their health. studies of how

health conceptions might infl-uence perceived hearth status
and eventual health acti-ons are l_ackinq.

There is much literature on health behavior.

unfortunately, there is no consistency in defining or

operationalizing the concept. A number of studies identifv
some correlates of health behavior: mortality, physical_

health status, and demographic variables. However, knowledge

is limited on how the various factors interact. Gaps remain

in our knowledge about the hearth-promoting behaviors of
order people and the psycho-social- factors relat.ed to those

behaviors.
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Chapter 3 Conceptual Framework

The Health Promotion Model proposed by pender (1987)

serves as the conceptual framework for this study (see

Figure l-) . The model is proposed. by pender (1997) as an

explanation of why individuals engage in specific hearth

behaviors. The focus of t.he model- is on expJ-aining the

"likel-ihood" of engaging in heatth-promoting behaviors.

COGNITTVE-PERCEPTUAL
FACTORS

fmportance of heal-th

Perceived cont.rol
V! IIEAf LII

Perceived self-efficacy

Definition of health

Perceived heal-th status

Perceived benefits of
health-promot ing
behavi-ors

Perceived barriers to
health-promoting
behaviors

Tlomnnrrn].r ì ¡syrrru
characteristics

I
I

Biologic
characteristics

I
I

ïnterpersonal-
inf l-uences

I
I

Situational
f¡r.fnrc

I
,t,öenavl_ora]-

factors

PART]CTPATTON IN
HEALTH_PROMOTING
BEHAVIOR

Likel-ihood of
ênõâni nn i n

health-promoting
behaviors

r1
I

ICues to action

MODIFYING
rn ^ñ^ñ ^FAt ttrx\

Fiqure l- . Heal-th Promotion Model. Note. From Heal_th

nrnmnf i nn 'i -v! v¡¡rvurv¡¡ II¡ .nursins pract.ice (2nd ed.) (p.s8) by N.J.

& Lange.Pender, 1987, Norwalk, CT: Appleton
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Although some components of the model- are supported by

research findings from the heal_th promotion l_iterature, the

nature of the rel-ationships amongi the variabl_es and the

extent to which the model can explain the tikerihood of
engaging in health-promoting behaviors remain to be

determined. Recently, investígators have conducted research

to test empj-rically the explanatory potential of the model

in different populations. This research has included testinq
parts of the model with bl-ue corl_ar workers (vüeitzel, l-9Bg),

ambulatory cancer patients (Frank-stromborg, pend,er, warker,

& sechrist, 1990), and werl adults living in the communitv

(Speake, Cowart, & Pel_Iet, L989; Speake, Cowart, & Stephens,

1991; walker, vorkan, Sechrist, & pender, rggB) . To dace,
n¡1.' + ^*^ì 1ortr-y a smart amount of the variance in health-nrnmnÈi¡g-

behaviors is explained by the cognitive-perceptual_ variables
and t.he demographic variables identified in the model.

The Health promotion Model is intended to be a

complementary counterpart to models of heal_th protection

such as the Health Be1ief Model. pender (1997) makes a

distinction between health-protectingr and heal-th-promoting

behavj-ors. Hearth-protect.ing behaviors refer to prevention,.

prevention is a set of actions that ward off specific
illness conditions or injury. rn contrast, healt.h-promot.ing

behaviors are described as activities thac are a part of an
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individualt s I'i faqi- r¡l o crrgþ aS physical exerCiSe,

nutritional- eating practices, deveJ_opment of social_ support,

and use of stress management techniques (pender, 19g7) .

An assumption of the Hearth promotion Model_ that
distinguishes it from heal-th protection modei-s is the

underlying motivation for the behavior. Desi ro fnr arsçlþ,

sel-f-actuaJ-ization, and quality of life provides the

motivation for heal-th-promoting behaviors,. whereas, the

"negativeJ-y varenced states of ilrness and disease" (pender,

1'987 , p.57 ) provide the motivation for heal_th-protecting or
preventive behaviors. Health-promoting behaviors represent

indiVidUals ¿¡l- inrr nn r. l-raì - enVifOnment as thev mô\/ê tOWard

higher level-s of heal-th rather than reacting to external-

infl-uences or threats posed. by the environment (pender,

l_987) .

The Health promotion Moder is derived from social
learning theory (pender, l_987) . As a result, the model

emphasizes the importance of cognitive mediating processes

in the reguration of behavior. The determinanLs of heal_th-

promoting behavior are categorized into cognitive-perceptual_

factors, modifying factors, and cues affectinq the

likelihood of actíon.

Pender (1987) identifies the cognitive-perceptual-

factors as the main motivational- mechanisms for acquiring
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and maintaining health-promoting behaviors. Each factor is
proposed as exerting a direct. influence on an individual's

likelihood of engaging in health-promoting behaviors. The

cognitJ-ve-perceptual factors identified in t.he moder are as

f ol-1ows: (a) importance of heal-th,' (b) perceived contror of

heal-th,' (c) perceived sel-f-efficacy, or belief that one can

successfully execute the required behavior; (d) definition
of health,' (e) perceived heatth status; (f) perceived

benefits of health-promoting behaviors,. and (g) perceived

barriers to health-promoting behaviors.

A number of modifyíng factors are identified in the

model- as indirectly influencing the likelihood of
participating in heal-th-promoting behaviors. The modifying

factors include: (a) demographic characteristics, (b)

biological characteristics, (c) interpersonar infruences,

(d) situational factors, and (e) behavioral factors.
According to Pender's (1987) model, modifying factors exert

their j-nfluence through cognitive-perceptual factors that
directly influence the likel-ihood of engaging in hearth-

promoting behaviors.

Finally, the likerihood of engaging in health-promoting

behaviors is hypothesized by pender (1987) to depend al-so on

either internal or external cues to action. rncreased

feelings of well-being or personal awareness of the
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potential for growth are possibl-e internal_ cues for behavior

(Pender, 1987) . whereas, the mass medía or conversations

with other people may be external cues for action (pender,

1987) .

rn this investigation no attempt is made to validate or

confirm the entire Health Promotion Model- Moreorzor- whil-e

the model asserts a direct J-inkage between factors in the

moder and "intention" to act, this study seeks to confirm an

extension of the model-, nameJ-y, the rel-ationship between

def inition of heal-th and ',actual-" heal_th-nromni- .i nrv

behaviors. rn other words, the focus of the model is on

explaining the "likel-ihood" of engaging in health-promoting

behaviors rather than "actua'l " hcall-h-nromoting behaviors

which r^rere examined in this study. rt has been suggested in
the l-iterature that the definition of health to which

individual-s subscribe may influence the extent to which thev

engage in heal-th behaviors (calnan & Johnson, 1995,. Laffrey,
l-986 , 1,990; Pender, 19BT) . AIso, pender (1997) proposes that
differences in definitions of health should result in
dif fering patterns of healt.h behaviors.

Demographic characteristics such as âg€, gender, maritar
status, education, and income are offered in the model_ as

indirectJ-y infl-uencing hearth-promoting behaviors throuqh

their influence on cognit.ive-perceptual factors. However, a
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revÍew of the literature suggests there may be a direct
correlation among certain demographic characterist.ics¡ âs

identified in Pender, s (1987) model, and. concepts of health

and health-promoting behaviors. Therefore, the extent ro
which demographic characteristics are associated with ol_der

adults' definition of hearth and theír health-promoting

behaviors eras also examined in this studv.

rn sunmary, a hearth protect.ion model is concerned with

prevention; whereas, Pender's (1987) Hearth promotion Mode1

iS mOre Concerned with we].'l -hoì nrr frr I f ì-ll¡ent, and Self -

actual-ization. Perhaps more relevant for older adults is
such a hearth-enhancement model- that encompasses a positive
approach to living. The Heal-th promotion Moder serves tro

i-ntroduce order among concepts that may explain the

occurrence of heal-th-promoting behaviors. The nature of the

rel-ationships among t.he concepts and the extent to which the

model can explain health-promoting behaviors in various

populations, including older adults, remain t.o be

determined.



Chapter 4. Methodology

Flo c'i ansvvfY¿¡

The study design is a descriptive correlational desiqn

(wal-tz & Bausell-, 1981) . The study examined the relationship
between definition of health and health-promoting behaviors
i n ^ñô ñr^ììñ Of O]_def adU]f s _ namp'l rz t- Ì¡¡¡ vrrç ylvuy or o-Loer aourL- , -.lose ol-der adults
participating in fitness facitities/programs. Demographic

factors identified in pender's (1987) model- and ín the

literature \4rere also examined in the analysis. These

demographíc factors vrere âg€, g-ender, marital status,

educati-on, and income. The design of this study involved the

administ.ration of the Laffrey Heal-th conception scare

(Laffrey, r986) , the Hearth-promot.ing Lifestyle profile

(warker, sechrist, c pender, rgï]-) | and a demographic form.

Sample

ol-der adults from three fitness facilities/programs were

approached in the Fal-] of 1990 and invited to participate in
this study. The sample consisted of ol_der mare and female

adul-ts participating in fitness facirities/programs in
winnipeg, Manitoba. More specifiarty, the order adults vrere

fitness member.s at â nôn-nrofit community based facility
(site A) , a fitness facility l-ocat.ed in a housing comp]_ex

for senior sif i zonc /Q'i'- a B) , and a city fitness program
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designed for ol-der adurts (site c). Vol-unteers who met the

foll-owing criteria were included: (a) age 55 years or order,

(b) residing in the community (as opposed to a care

facility) , (c) abiJ-ity to understand and speak Enqrish.

Eighty-five adul-t.s, aged 55 or older, volunteered co

take part in the study. However, those study instruments in
which more than 10% of the items were missinq were

el-iminated prior to analysis. As a result , 'li out of 85

(90.8%) respondent questionnaires were retained for data

analysis.

Twenty-nine fitness members from site A participated in
the study over the 4 month data collection period, August to
November t L990. Nineteen (45t) older adults from the fitness
introductory cl-asses and 10 (1?) older adults from the

general fitness membership agreed to participate. AII
respondent questionnaires from site A were retained for data

analysis.

Twenty-four fitness members from site B vol_unteered to
take part in the study. Nineteen (162) members from the

regurar fitness cl-ass and five (21-z) members from the chair
fítness cl-ass returned questionnaires. However, three

respondent questionnaires from the regurar fitness class

hrere eliminated prior to data anal_ysis because of
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incompleteness. As a result, a total- of ZL respondent

questionnaires from site B were retained for data anarvsis.

At site ct 32 (80%) fitness cl-ass members vorunteered to
participate in the study. Five respondent questionnaires

were el-iminated because of incompleteness. rn total- , 2'7

respondent questionnaires from site C were retained for data

analysis.

Characteristics of the sample.

selected demographic characteristics are shown in Tabre

1. The mean age of t.he respondents was 70.1 years (standard

Deviation:6.5), with a range from 56 to BB years.

seventeen percent (n:13) of the respondents were aged 56 to
64 years, 68% (n=52) were aged 65 to jS years, and 152

(n=11) were over age 75 years.

Seventy-nine percent (n:61) of the participants were

femare and 213 (n:16) were male. Alr the participants were

female at one facility. This majority female figure
represents approxj-mately twice the ratio of actual women Eo

men in this age group at two of the facil-ities' cl-asses

during the dat.a col-lection period.

Forty-nine respondents (63.6å) were married, 22 (29.6%)

r^rere widowed, l- was separated (1.3%), and the remaininq 5

blere divorced (6.5%). These rates are reflective of national

statist.ics of t.he elderly in canada (statistics canada,
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1-987) . Seventy subjects responded to the question on

househol-d j-ncome: 7 (10å) reported an income of less than

$10,000; l-3 (18.6%) reported an income of $10,000 to

$I9,999; and 50 (77.42) reported an income of $20,000 or

môrê

Although Canada has no officiaL povert.y line, it has

what statistics canada describes as low-income cutoff lines
which vary by communj-ty and farnily size. rn a city the size

of winnipeg, a family of two in 1989 required approximately

$18, 000 in j-ncome. one person required $13,511 (Statist.ics

Canada, 1990) . The majority of participants in this study

were above these income cutoff lines.
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Table l-

Selected Demoqraphic Characteristics of Studv Participants

Variable

Age (years)

56 64

hl ,\

13

52

t-1

17.0

68.0

1R rì

Gender

Female

MaIe

ÞJ-

J-O

79

2L

rì

0

Marital Status

Married

Widowed

Qorrrral-arl

Divorced

49

22

1

q

63.6

28 .6

J-.J

Househol-d fncome

$10,000

920,000

930, ooo

> $¿0,000

s1q ooo
J¿¿I ¿JJ

ê?q ooot-rt r¿J

$39, ggg

l-J

25

T2

13

10.0

18.6

?q 1

1,7 .r

r-8.6
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Educational- l-evels ranged from 6 to 2I years (M=1-2.6,

sD=3.0). Approximately 5% reported less than nine years of

formal education. rn comparison, ALz of order Manitobans

reCej-ved leSS i-han n'ino \'êars Of fOrmal eduCatiOn

(statistics canada, 1989) . This comparison suggests the

study sampre was more highry educated than the genera]

population of ol-der adults in Manitoba. Not surprisingfy,
there was a positive correlation between education and

income (r=.48, p<.01). In addition, 812 (n=6?) of the sample

respondents indicated that l. hor¡ r^rêrê nni-. errrrenf lv cmployed.

The majority of respondents (iB.4z) identified their past or

present occupation as professional- (n=25) or office and

clerical (n:33) work.

seventy-seven subjects responded to the question about

the length of time they part.icipated in t.he fitness fer-i t'irr¡

(see Table 2) z 37 respondents (48.1%) indicated thev had

been participating for more than 2 years, 31 respondents

(40.3%) indicated 6 months or l-ess, and the 9 remaininq

respondents (11.7%) indicated 7 months to 2 vears.

Respondents reporting participation rates of more than 2

years tended to be older (M=72 years), whereas, those

reporting participation rates of 6 months or l-ess were

younger (M=67 years) . Al-so, t.he majority of respondent.s
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were fromreporting participation rates

Site C (n=22) .

Tabl-e 2

of more than 2 years

Parti
li 

^/'rl 
I r t\t

Length of time
af fani I it-rr+*eJ

Þornanl- nf

total (N=77 )

l-ess than

1 month

7 months

13 months

more than

1 month

6 months

L2 months

2 years

2 years

r.9

L2

2

37

24.7

2.6

9.1

4B.l_

rt was expected that some ol-der adul_ts would have health
problems. fn the present st.udy , 28 respondents (36.4%)

reported having at l-east one chronic illness- Tha m:ioritv
(63.6u ) reported no chronic ill-nesses. The two most commonrv

reported chronic j-l-l-nesses rnrere high brood pressure (n=1_1_)

at 39.3å' and ar1-hrii-ic ln=Ç) at. 21,.42. Six respondents

(2L .4%) reported more than one chronic ilrness. of the totar
sample (N:77), half the men (n:8) and 32.8% (n=20) of the

r¡romen reported a chronic i1lness.
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At the same time, the older adul_ts rated their own

hearth positivery. rn describing their health now compared

to 1ast year, 76.62 (n:59) of the respondents said their
heal-th was about the same and 20.82 (n=16) said it was

better. OnIy two respondents (2.62) said it \^ras worse.

Compared to others their â9€, 49.32 (n:36) described their
healt.h as about the same and 49.3% (n=36) described ic as

better. only one respondent (L.42) described it as $rorse.

These results are consistent with the literature on older

adult.s' perceived health.

Instrumentation

Before the study was conducted, permíssion to use the

Laffrey Health Conception Scale (see appendix A) and. the

Heal-th-Promoting Lifestyle profile (see Appendix B) was

obtained f rom the respective copyright o\^rners. rn addition

to these study instruments, a demographic form (see Appendix

C) was used to collect data.

The demographic form contains items identífied in the

literature as being associated with the two concepts

examined in this study, namely, definition of hearth and

health-promoting behaviors. Demographic charact.eristics such

as â9e, gender, marital st.atus, education, and income have

been discussed in the riterature as factors associated with

these concepts. rn addition, the literat.ure suggest.s that
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perceived health status and the presence or absence of

chronic illness may be associated with individuals, conceprs

of health and their heal_th behavior (Hickey, 1980,. Morse,

l-987) . therefore, these items were al_so included in the

demOgraphic data fOrm. The 'infnrma+- ir'n nrOvj-ded On thiS data

form was used to describe the sample; specific demographic

characteristics (age, gender, marital status, education,

income) were also examined for their relationship with older

adurts' definition of hearth and for their relationship with

ol-der adults' health-promoting behaviors.

Lafffey Health Conception Scale.

The Laffrey Health Conception Sca1e (LHCS) (Laffrey,

1986) is a rel-atively new instrument developed to measure

the meaning of health hel-d by different individual_s. The

LHCS is based on Smith's (1981) description of four

dimenSions of hea I i- h - enrì 'i-ncludes the f ol_l_owinq:

1. Clinical: The absence of disease, i1l-nessr or

symptoms. Hearth is medically defined and is illness- or

symptom-focused.

2 . Role Performance/Functional: Furf il-lment of sociall_v

defined roles Àl-ìi'l'it- rz r-^ nerform/function aS expeCCed

according to the rol-es held by the individuat.

3. AdaptÍve: Flexible adjustment to changing

circumstances. Ability to adapt to environmental stresses.
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4. Eudaimonistic: Exuberant well-being. Ability to
transcend ordinary life situations to achieve higher levels
of well--being. Ability to achieve highest potential_ and

self-realization.

rtems for the LHcs $rere developed from a sampre of ig

midwestern adults participating in adul-t education evenins

courses who were asked, "what do you mean when you say you

are in good health?" Laffrey serected for inclusion in a 2g

item scal-e the statements that were consistent with smith' s

four dimensions of health (Laffrey, I9B6) .

The LHcs consists of 28 items in a Likert format ranging

from rrlrr (strongry disagree) to ''6'' (strongly agree) . Each

item iS a ShO.i rìoqr.ri nf i ¡¡a Statement abOut the nat.ure Of

health. The four dimensions of heal-th conception are each

represented by seven items. An individuay s score on the

LHcs is obtained by summing the responses for each dimension

of health conception and then for t.he totar scare (see

Appendix D) . The score indicates the rel-ative strenqth of
the health conception dimensions.

Content validity of the LHCS was determined by

submitting the 28 items to a panel of eight nurse experts

who placed them into the four categories according to
definitions ef J- ha r-ri- orrnrì_ss (Laffrey, 1986) . The LHCS r^ras

then administered to a sample of graduate nursing students
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(N=141) to determine the instrumentts construct validitv and

internal consistency. const.ruct validity was assessed by

doing a factor analysis of the 2g items (Laffrey, 1986) . The

factor analysis, using the principal components method,

yielded four factors which were identica] to the four

dj-mensions conceptualized for the development of the

instrument. The four factors together exprained 622 of the

variance (Laffrey, 1986) . Alpha coefficients índicated a

high degree of internal consistency in the instrument,

ranging from .867 to .884. A test-retest reliability

coefficient after one week was .84 (Laffrey, r9g6). Although

a ner^r instrument, the LHCS indicated high l_evel-s of

reliability and val-idity. rt had been tested thus far with

adults J-iving in the community and graduate nursing

students.

The instrument warrants further use with differenc
popuJ-ations, incJ-uding t.he erderly. The dimensions of heal-th

represented in the LHcs are rel-evant to the older adult. Tn

the Morse (1987) study of lay concepts of health, where

nearly half the subjects r¡rere 60 to 89 years of â9ê, there

are certain commonalities with Smith's (19g1) dimensions of
hearth. For example, health was described in the foll-owinq

r¡rays: being able to perform normat activities of dairy

living, not being sick, coping with life, close
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interpersonal rel-ationshÍps, and happiness. smith's (1991)

dimensions of health are also similar to the concepts of

heal-th identified by erderly Aberdonians aged. 6o and older

(will-iams, 1983) . This sample of ot-der adults identified

health as absence of il-lness and disease, and fitness for
normal activities and obrigations. A functional definítion

of health is also advocated as rel-evant to the elderrv
population by some investigators (Colantonio, 198B; Minkler

& Pasick, 1-986) . Therefore, the LHcs appeared. to have some

construct validity for t.he older adult to irr.st.i fv irs use in
this studv.

HeaIth-Promotinq Lifestvle profile.

The Health-Promoting Lifestyre profit-e (HpLp) (watker,

sechrist, & Pender, 1,987 ) is a recentry deveJ-oped instrument

to measure heal-th-promoting behaviors. The HpLp j-s based on

Six dimenSiOnS Of a health-nrnmnf i nrv 'ì ì festvl e - anrì .i nCIudeS

the following (Wa1ker, Volkan, Sechrist, & pender, Iggg) :

1. Self-actualizat.ion: seeking personal development and

experiencing self-awareness,. having a sense of purpose.

2. Health responsibility: Attending to oners own health

Seeking professional assistance when necessarv.

3. Exercise: Adhering to regular exercise patterns.

4 . Nutrition: Making food choices and est.ablishing meal

patterns.
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5. fnterpersonal support: Maintaining relationships

involving a sense of c.l-oseness.

6. Stress management: Recognizing stress and acting ro
control it and achieve relaxation.

The HPLP is a 48 item summated behavior rating scal-e

that uses a Likert-type response format (l=never to

4=routinely) to measure the frequency of health-promoting

behaviors. The number of items per dimension ranges from 5

to 13. The tot.al instrument and each subscal-e are scored

separately by summing the responses (see Appendix E) .

Content validity of the HpLp was evaluated during

instrument devel-opment by four nurse experts famil_íar with

the heal-th promotion literat.ure. The HpLp \^ras administered

to a convenience sample of adults (N=952) to determine the

instrumentts construct validity and internar consistency.

construct validity was assessed by factor anarysis using the

principal- axis factoring extraction method (Wa1ker,

sechrist, & Pender, 1987) . Factor anarysis isoÌated the six

dimensions comprising the instrument. The six factors

together explained 47% of the variance (warker, sechrist, &

Pender, 1987) .

The total instrument. r4ras found to have a high internar
consistency, with an alpha coefficient of .922 (WaIker,

Sechrist, & Pender, 1,987) . The alpha coefficient for the
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subscales ranged from .702 to .904. These al_pha

reliabilities r^rere generally comparable to those obtained in
other investigations (Frank-Stromborg, pender, Wa1ker, &

Sechrist, 1990; Speake, Cowart, & pel-let, I9g9; Wa1ker,

Vo1kan, Sechrist, & Pender, 1988; Weitzel, 1989) . A tesr-
reteSt. reliab'i I ir- rz ¡naf€i^ient Of .926 after twO weeks

indicated the instrument's stability (ütarker, sechrist, e

Pender, l-987) . Reliabilities over .j0 are considered

sufficient for instruments used in basic research (Nunnalry,

L967,' sheJ-Iey, 1984) . The HpLp appeared to have sufficient
validity and rel-iabitity for further use in various adult

populations.

Assessment of Measurement rnst.ruments: current Studv

rnformation on the instruments used in this studv was

obtained from the data analysis. while the current sampre

u¡as too smal1 to permit comprehensive psychometric study of

the two instruments for use with this popuJ_ation,

preliminary findings were determined.

Laf frey Health Conception Scal_e.

fnternal- consistency of the totat LHCS and it.s four

dimensions was examined using cronbach's a1pha. The alpha

coef ficients cal-curated were as follows: the total- scal-e

.922, clinical health dimension .8'lot functionar hear-th

dimension .844, adaptive heal_th dimension .886, and
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eudaimonistic health dimension .908. Arpha coefficientrs

showed a high degree of internal- consistency comparable to
those obtained by Laffrey (1986) and others (Stuifbergen et

â1., l-990).

However, an examination of pearson correlation

coefficients among dimension scores of the LHcs showed some

redundancy (see Tab]e 3). A correlation level of .700 amonq

dimensions was an indication of redundancy (Nunnalry, 1,g6j) .

The high intercorrelations (0.670-0.744) among the

functional-, adaptive, and eudaimonist.ic dimensions in the

present study suggest that the three dimensions were nor

measuring relativery distinct dimensions of health

conception in this sample of ol_der adults.
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Tabl-e 3

earson SfONS

Laffrev Health Conception Scal-e (|I:7 7 )

Dimension

1. Cl-inical

Functional

? ñ¡^*f .:--^J. ãLÌO.I/L_LVC

Eudaimonistic

1.000

0 . 000'

0 .497

0.000

1_.000

0.000

v.ztõ

n n1R

^ 
1/'tA

0.000

r_.000

0.000

0.461

0.000

0.670

0.000

n ?rìR

0.000

1.000

0.000

Note. * = p values.

Next, the inter-item correlation matrix was examined for
possible redundant items. Four item correlations above a

.700 1evel were found among the dimensions of the scal_e.

Three adaptive hearth items were highty correl_ated with

three functional- health items and one eudaimonistic health
item.

More specificalJ_y, the adaptive health item, "coping

with changes in my surroundings', correl-ated at .?11 and .13r
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with the functional health items, "adequately carrying out

my daily responsibilities" and "carrying on the normal

functions of daily living", respectively. The latter

functional health item also correlated at .7'74 with another

adaptive heal-th item, "not coltapsing under ordinary

stress r' .

Lastly, the adaptive health item, ,'being able to cope

with stressful- events" correlated at .749 with the

eudaimonistic he:'li-h 'ìf am "faCj-ng each day with zest and

enthusiasmrr. The high correl-ations suggest the j-tems vrere

measuring similar rather than distinct concepts of health.

Health-Promotinq Lifestvle Profile.

Alpha coefficients r^¡ere calculated for the total HpLp

and its six dimensions. These alpha coef f icients r¡¡ere as

foll-ows: the total- scal-e .889, self-actualization .856,

healt.h responsibility .811, exercise .592, nutrition .6451

interpersonal- support .734t and stress management. .681.

An al-pha coefficient of .700 was accepted as a

satisfactory level of reliability (Nunna11y, j,g6j) . From

these results, it would appear that for this sample of ol-der

adul-ts the internal- consistency of the total scale was

adequate. However, the exercise, nutrition, and stress

management dimensions lacked int.ernal consist.ency for this

sample. The alpha coefficients were generally lower than
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those reported by Vüalker, Sechrist, and pender (198?) and

others (Frank-Stromborg et â1., 1990; Speake, Cowart, &

Pel-let, r.9B9; Weitzel, 1989). Differences may be due to the

smal1 sample size or different population characterístics.

The Pearson correlation coefficients amons the six

dimensions of the HPLP are presented in Tabl-e 4. The low to

moderate correlations suggest that each dimension was

measuring, a relatively distinct but related dimension of

hearth-promoting lifestyle without being redundant. Arsor ârr

examination of t.he inter-item correlation matrix did not.

show any redundant items in the HpLp scale.
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Tabl-e 4

Pearson correration coeffi@mensions of the

Health-Promotinq Lifestyle profile (N:77)

Dimension

SA 1.000

0.000.

0 .432

0.000

1.000

0.000

^ ^a 
Fv.¿13

0.061

-0.019

0.869

1.000

0.000

0 .303

0.007

0.480

0.000

0.013

0.911

1.000

0.000

0.546

0.000

n ??n

0.003

0.036

0.31_1

0.006

1.000

0.000

n ?1n

0.006

o ¿qq

0.000

0.200

0.081

rì / E1

0.000

0.319

0.005

1.000

0.000

HR

q Tq

SM

À'f

Note. SA : self-actualization,.

= exercise,' N = nutrition; IS

stress management.

* = p val_ueS.

HR = health responsibility;

= interpersonal- support; SM =

E
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Access to the Sample

volunteers were sought from a fitness program aE site A,

from a senior fitness program at site B, and from a city
communj-ty fitness program for seniors at site c. rn general,

the method of recruitment v¡as similar for each fitness
program.

Permission for access was request.ed from the Executive

Director of the facility and/or the proqram supervisor. The

investigator met with the fítness instructors to expl-ain the

study and request permission to distribute copies of the

explanation of the study (see Appendix F) to individuals in
the fitness classes. This explanation stated the criteria
for subject serection, the method of data gathering, the

expected time requirements, and the measures for
confidentiality and anonymity. At the end of the class or atr

the next cIass, the fitness instruct.or asked those

individual-s interes1-crl i n oarticipating in the study to meet

the investigator after the cl_ass to complete the

questionnaires. The fitness instructor emphasized to cl-ass

members that participation in the study was vo]-untary.

A second option used at Site A was to print a notice

identifying and explaining t.he study in the centre's

newsletter and on the centre's bull-etin board. potential_

volunteers l-eft their name and phone number on a srip of
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paper at the front desk. The investigator then telephoned

the older adult and an appoint.ment was made to meet. at t.he

facility. All in all, data col-lection took approximatery

four months.

Procedure for Data Coll-ection

Data col-lection took approximatery i,/2 hour with the

volunteers. The data coll-ection occurred after the cl_ass,. if
that time was not convenient, data collection occurred at a

mutually convenient time and rocation. The explanation of
the study was reviewed and any questions r^rere answered. The

consent form (see Appendix G) hras then read and signed.

Next, the participant was offered the questj-onnaires,. first,
the demographic form was completed forrowed by the Heal_th-

Promoti-ng LJ-festyle profile and the Laffrey Hearth

conception scale. The investigator was avail-able to ansr¡rer

any questions.

Data Analvsis

controversy exists regarding l-evers of measurement and

the proper statisticar procedures to use on the resurtinq
scores. Two considerations used to sel_ect a statistical
procedure included (a) measurement of the variabl-es on an

interval scale, and (b) a normal distribution of the

variables (pol-it & Hungler, 1gg3) . The distinction becween

ordinal- and int.erval revels of measurement is particularly
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problematic (polit & Hungler, l_993; vüartz & Bauselr, 19g1).

Taking a pragmatic approach, the two Likert-type measurement

scales (LHCS and HpLp) used in this study r¡iere considered to
yield interval- leveI data. The response sca]e of 1 to 6 and

1 to 4 for each item on the LHcs and the HpLp instruments

respectively, represents an equal interval- continuum, and

therefore, the sum of responses is considered intervar data

(sheIley, 1984) . rn other words, the numbers representing an

attribute are equally spaced and can be rank ordered.

The demographic charact.eristics, gender and marital_

status represent nominal data. For anarytical purposes,

gender and marital status were converted to dummy variabl_es

and treated as interval data (Andrews, Klem, Davidson,

O'MaI1ey, & Rodgers, lgBI; Shel1ey, l-994) . The gender

variabl-e was coded 1 signifying male and, 2 signifying
female, and the marital- status variable was coded 1

signifying marrj-ed and 2 signifying not married.

rnstruments in which more than 10% of the items hrere

left blank were eliminated prior to analysis. rf less than

103 of the ít.ems on an instrument r4rere reft bIank, the mean

sample varue for the blank scare item was substituted. This

procedure was congruent with ot.her studies that used these

research instruments (Frank-stromborg, pender, walker, &

sechrist ' L990; l,üalker, volkan, sechrist, & pender, 19gg;
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weit.zel, r989) . Descriptive statistics such as frequencíes,

means, modes, and standard deviations were then calculated

on the data from the demographic form, the LHCS, and the

HPLP.

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r^/as

used to examine the relat.ionships between the demographic

variabres (age, gender, marital- status, educaLion, income)

and the LHCS and the HPLP. To obtain an estimate of the

variance shared by the variabres, that is, to what extent

the variance is explained, the correlation coefficient was

squared. Nursing research commonly uses the 5 percent ]evel_

of significance (She1ley, 1984) . For this study, the l_evel

of signif icance or al-pha level was set at 5 percent.

The rar^r scores from the LHCS and the HpLp were converted

to a derived score, namely, a z score. The z score provides

a means for comparingi scores on scal_es that have differenr
scoring measures (shelley, L984) . The LHcs has a 6 point

Likert response format, and the HpLp has a 4 point Likert
response format. Next, partial correlation coefficienE.s were

used to determine the relationship between definition of

health and health-promoting behaviors while controllinq for
the ef fect.s of the demographic variabl-es. The partial-

correlation coefficient reflects the relationship between

the two variabres (definition of health and hearth-promoting
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behaviors) after the overlap or factors each have in common

with the demographic variables have been removed from the

anal-ysis (Shell-ey, 1"984; Waltz & Bausell, 1991) . More

specifica]-Iy, partiar correlation coefficients were used to
det.ermine the rel-ationship between t.he sub ject scores on:

(a) the subscares of the LHcs and the subscales of tha Ì{Þr.Þ

(b) the subscal-es of the LHcs and the total- score on the

HPLP' (c) the subscales of the HpLp and the total score on

t.he LHCS, and (d) the total LHCS and the total HpLp.

Because the LHcs and the HpLp scales are relatively new,

al-pha reliability coefficients were done on both scafes.

coefficient arpha, developed by cronbach (r-951), shoutd be

carculated each time a measure is used because an alpha

val-ue obtained in one situation Ís not generalizable to
other situations (Wal_tz & BauseII, 1gB1) .

Ethical Considerations

The study proposar r^¡as submitted to the Ethical_ Review

committee, school of Nursing, university of Manitoba. upon

ethj-cal- approval from this committ.ee (see Appendix H) , a

letter requesting access to the older adult sample and a

copy of the proposal was sent to the Executive Director of
site A (see Appendix r). The proposal- was then reviewed bv

the facility's ethics committee. Letters requesting access
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to older adult fitness members were al_so sent to site B and

to Site C (see Appendix J) .

rn order to reduce the possibility of perceived coercion

to participate in the study on the part of fitness members,

both the investigator and the fitness instructors assured

potential participants that their participation was

voluntary. Tf an individual did decide to participate,
he/she hras free to withdraw at any time without penalty of
any kind.

Assurance was given that arl data collected wourd be

confidential-. All information was stored in a locked cabinet

during the study. Names did not appear on the questionnaires

or the demographic form. Data were availabl_e only to the

investigatort s advisors and a statistician, if necessary,

during the course of the study. Following the compretion of
the study, questionnaires and personal data forms were

destroyed.

No risks were anticipated during the course of data

collection. There were no direct benefits to t.he respondents

for participating in the study. An i-ndirect benefit,
however, included the recognition that they were

contributing to the expansion of knowl-edge about heal_th

concepts and health behaviors of the elderly.
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Chapter 5. Resul-ts

The purpose of t.his study was to explore the

relationship between definition of hearth and health-
nrnmnf .i ¡æ !r^1-v!vrrrvL¿rry r,crIâVIofS in a group of ol-der adults. More

specifically, this study explored (a) the definition of
hearth perceived by ol-der adul-ts participating in fitness
facil-ities/programs, (b) the relationship between

demographic characteristics and definition of health for
ol-der adults participating in fitness fae'i 'ì irioq/nrnc¡ramsr

(c) the health-promot.ing behaviors of older adul_ts

participating in fitness facilities/programs, (d) the

relationship between demographic characteristics and hearth-
promoting behaviors of order adul-ts participating in fitness
facilities/programs, and (e) the rel_ationship between

definition of health and heelfh-rìr.ìm^t- ing behaviors of ol_der

adults participating in fitness facilities/programs.

This chapter describes the results of the data analvsis

for this descriptive correlational study. First, the

definition of health and the health-promoting behavior scale

resul-ts and their rerationship to the demographic variables

are presented. second, the statisticar resul_ts concerninq

the relationship between definition of health and heal_th-

promoting behaviors are shown.
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Definition of Hea1th

Laffrey's Hearth conception scale (LHcs) was used for a

quantitat.ive assessment of participants, definition of

health. Tabre 5 shows the range of scores, mean val-ues, and.

standard deviations on the LHcs for thís sampre of ol-der

adults. The l-owest mean score for the sampl-e was f or the

cl-inical dimension, which included items such as "beins free

from symptoms of disease", "not requíring a doctor's

services", and "not being sick,'. This dimension al_so showed

the least homogTeneous scores with a standard deviation of
R ?Â

Tab]e 5

Dimension scores and Totaf score on the Laffrev Health

Conception Scale (N=77)

Dímension Score
Range

Maen

Score
Standard
Deviation

Clinical-

Functional

Adaptive

Eudaimonistic

Total Scale

1_1,-42

¿5-4¿

26-42

24-42

96-1 6B

30.08

36.13

35.23

34 .69

136.13

x <h

4. bt

q nq

4.73

r-ð. l-b
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The highest mean score for this sampre of ol-der adul-ts

was for the functional or role-performance dimension, which

included items such as "ful-fil1ing my daily

responsibilities", "being able to function as expected,', and

"carrying on the normal- funct.ions of dailv livins,,.

Pearson product moment correlations were used to examine

the rerationships between the demographic variables and the

total LHCS and its dimensions (see Table 6) . Not being

married was correlated with higher scores on the functional_

health dimension (r:.278, p<.01), the adaptive health

dimension (y:.242, p<.05), the eudaimonistic health

dimension (r:.255, p(.05), and the total health conception

scale (r:.292, p<.01). Gender, â9e, education, and income

were not significantly correlated with the total_ LHCS or its
dimensions.
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Tab1e 6

Pearson correlation coefficients for Laffrev Hearth

Conception Scale and Demoqraphics (N:77)

Laffrey Heal-th Conception Scale

Variables CH FH AH EH Total-
ScaIe

Gender"

Age

Marital"

Education

Income

1/1 1
. f 

=f

n?7

.L31

- .025

.00s

-.0s9

^^A

.27 g* *

-.002

-.006

. UJJ-

-.0s5

.242x

'1 t'l Ê. ¿TJ

.1,25

.084

^1 
/1

.255*

.080

n1?

)o)**

. UOU

nqq

Note. CH = c]inical heal_th; FH : functional health; AH =

adaptive health,. EH : eudaimonistic heal_th.

"1 = male; 2 = female. bl-: married,. 2 = not married.
*p < .05. **p S .01_.

correl-ati-on coefficients rnrere then squared to obtain an

est.j-mate of the variance shared by the demographic and LHCS

variables. Marital status was found to explain only g.5a of

the variance in the totar LHcs scores. Maritar status also

exp]-ained only 7.72 of the variance in the functionar hearth

dimension scores, 5.9% in the adaptive heal-th dimension

scores, and 6.52 in the eudaimonistic heart.h dimension

scores.
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HeaIth-Promotinq Behaviors

The Heal_t.h-Promoting Lifestyle profile (HpLp) was used

for a quantitative assessment of participants' hearth-

promoting behaviors. Table ? shows the rangie of scores, mean

values, and standard deviations on the HpLp for this sampl_e

of older adul-ts. The average HpLp total- score v¡as 1,4s.64,

out of a range of 101 to L79.

Table 7

Dimension scores and Total score on the Health-promotinq

Lifestvle Prof il-e (N:77 )

Dimension Score
Range

Mean
Score

Standard
Deviation

SA (13 items)

HR (10 items)

E (5 items)

N (6 items)

IS (7 items)

SM (7 items )

Total Scale (48 items)

26-52

1 6-37

t-¿u

t¿-zq

r_5-28

1,0-2'7

10i--179

41, .44

¿I.Jó

tl <9

20.34

2r.73

19.36

L45 .64

2 .84

J.5l_

3.93

1"6.94

Note. sA = sel-f -actualization,. HR = health responsibility,.

= exercise; N = nutrition; IS = interpersonal support,. SM :

stress managemenL.
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A large percentage of the older adults reported engaging

routinely or often in a number of specific health behaviors

comprising the HPLP dimens-iônq' a¡t- inrr ? regul-ar meals a day

(88.3å); including roughage/fibre (whole grains, raw fruits,
ral4¡ vegletabl-es) in their diet (93.5%),' bel-ieving that their
life has purpose (78%); spending time with close friends
(83.22) ; engaging in recreational physical activities such

as walking, swimming, soccer, bicycling (l2.]-Z) ; and having

their blood pressure checked and knowing what it is (69.8%').

To compare the scores of the various HpLp dimensions,

the 4-point scale ranging from l-:never to 4:routinely was

used (see Tabre 8) . An examination of mean scores across arl
six HPLP dimensions found that older adul-ts participating in
fitness facilities/programs scored highest on the dimensions

of nutrition, self-actualization, interpersonal_ support, and

exercise. These dimensions \^rere closely foll_owed by the

dimensions of stress management and health resÕônqih.ì f ity.
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Table 8

Scor

Profi 1e (N=7 7 )

| ^'lLda tne Fl -Promotin tvle

Dimension Possible range
of scores

Actual- rangfe Mean Standard
of scores Deviation

ùfr

HR

.ti

N

IS

SM

TotaI Scal-e

1-A

1,-4

1_- 4

1-4

L-4

r-4

2.00-4
4 a^r_. þu-J

a À^I. ¿JU-¿l

2 .00-4

2.L4-4

l_. {J-J

2.1,0-3

.00

.70

.00

.00

.00

.86

? 10

2.14

J. Uö

J.JY

J.]U

¿. t I

? n?

/'l '7

qq

.62

.47

.56

Note. Data represent responses to a 4-point scare: 1_:neverr.

2=sometimes,' 3=oftenr. and. 4=routinelv_ SA = self-
actualization,' HR = health responsibirity,. E : exercise,. N -
nutrj-tion; IS = interpersonal support; SM = stress

managfement.

Pearson product moment correlations were used to examine

the rel-ationships between the demographic variables and the

total HPLP and its dimensions (see Table 9) . Being older was

correlated with higher scores on the interpersonal support

dimension (r=.266, p<.05), while having more education was
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negatively correlated with hioher seôrês on the stress

management dimension (y=-.259¡ p<.05). Gender, marital
status, and income were not significantly correlated. with

the t.otal HPLP or its dimensions.

Tabl-e 9

n Correl" Coeffici or Health- tin
Lifestvle Profite and Demoqraphics (N=TT)

Health-Promoting Lifestyle profile

Variables SA HR I\ IS SM Total
Scale

Gender'

Age

Maritalb

Education

Income

_. TY¿

.146

-.089

n1Á

-. 004

.052

-.002

-.073

ttA I

-.050

-.roJ_

-.11_1

-.020

.071

'1 1Â

-.003

. UJJ

-.180

-.IYU

-.054

-.011 -.049 -.100

.266* .081 .L1,7

-.042 -.135 -.r42

.016 -.259* -.1.24

.069 -.174 -.032

Note. sA = sel-f -actualization,. HR = health responsibirity,.

= exercise,' N = nutrition,' rs = interpersonal- supporti sM =

stress management.

ul- = male,' 2 = femate. bl_ = married; 2 = not married.
*p
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Next, correlation coefficients r^rere squared in order to

estimate the variance shared by the demographic and HpLp

variabl-es. Age was found to explain only i .tZ of the

variance in the interpersonal support dimension scores.

SJ-milar1y, education was found to explain only G.jZ of the

variance in the stress manaqement scores.

Relationshíp Between Definition of Health and Health-

Promotinq Behaviors

The results of the correlation anatysis for the Laffrey

Health conception sca]e and its dimensions wit.h the Health-

Promoting Lifestyle Profire and its dimensions are shown in
Table l-0. Significant correlations were found on five

dimensions. Higher clinical hearth scores on the LHcs r^¡ere

correlated with lower scores on the health responsibility

dimension of the HPLP (r=- .210 ¡ p<. 05) . Stat.istically

significant positÍve correl-ations were found between

functionar health on the LHcs and sel-f-actual-ization on the

HPLP (r=.249, p<.05), as well as between adaptive health and

self-actual-ization (¡=.220¡ p<.05) . No other statistically

significant correlat,ions were found between the two scaLes.
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Tabl-e 10

Pearson Correlation Coefficients of Laffrev Health

conception scale (LHCS) with Health-promotinq Lifestvle

Prof ile (N=77 )

Health-Promoting Lifestyle profile

LHCS ÞA HREN SM Total-
Scale

u.í

FH

AH

EH

Total
Scale

.07 4

.249*

.220*

. r1>

.180

- .27 0x

-. LL¿

-.1_1 4

-.206

-. ul_J

. r¿r¿

.200

. rzö

.LL2

- .1,46

.U¿Z

tt\ <

-.L67

.063

.L2B

. t¿1

| \tl

-.084 -.090

^ 
41.uor_ .J_4J

nô? 1^/l. vv , . ¿vI

ttx\ tt < ,. vvv . VJ a

^ 
a^-.vo¿ .u¿ó

Note. CH : clinical health; FH = functional health; AH =

adaptive health; EH : eudaimonistic health.

SA = self-actualization,- HR = heal_th responsibility,. E :

exercise,' N = nutrition; IS = interpersonal support; SM :

stress management.

:tp 4 .05.

Next, partial correl_ation anatysis was performed to

determine the rerationship between definition of hearth and

hearth-promoting behaviors while controlring for the effects
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of âgê, gender, marital status, education, and income (see

Tab1e 11) . The correlations identified above remained

statistically significant when controlling for the

demographic variables. rn addition, a statisticalry
significant positive correlation was found between the total_

LHcs and the self-actuarization dimension on the HpLp

(r:.250, p<.05) .
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Tab1e 11

Partial Correlation Coefficients of Laffrev Health

conception scale (LHCS) with Health-Promoting Lifestvfe

Profile. Controlled for: Gender, Aqe. Marital Status.

Frlrr¡¡f i nn Tnrt ¿¡rr lome (N=77 )

Healt.h-Promoting Lifestyle Profile

LHCS SA HR E N IS SM Total-
Scal-e

cH .11_9 -.275* .002 -.L34 .083 -.067 -.062

FH .282* -.087 .131 .085 . 190 .1.t4 .L94

AH .27 4* -. 07 I .I92 .024 . 157 . 085 .L77

EH .209 -.098 .1-36 -.1_10 .L74 -.022 .106

Total .250x -.194 .115 -.051 .198 .009 .100
Scal-e

Note. CH : clinical- health; FH = functional_ health; AH =

adaptive health,' EH = eudaimonistic heal_th.

SA = self-actualization,' HR = heal_th responsibility; E =

exercise; N = nutrition,' TS = interpersonal support; SM =

strress management.

*p

Final1y, partial R-squared values were determined in

order to est.imate the variance shared bv the two scales. The
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clinical- health dimension was found t.o explain only j.6z of
the variance in the health responsibirity dimension scores.

The functional- and adaptive health dimensions rárere found to
explain only 7.92 and 7.53 respectively, of the varíance in
the seÌf-actual-ization dimension scores. The totar LHCS was

also found to explain 6.3% of the variance in the HpLp serf-
actualization dimension scores.

Summarv

Quantitative data analysis was used in this descript.ive

correl-ational study to examj-ne the rerationship between

definition of health and health-promoting behaviors in a

sample of older adul_ts participating in fitness
facil-ities,/programs. Data reveared that this sampre of order

adults perceived a multidimensional definition of heal_th. Of

the sample demographic characteristics, only marital_ status

showed a significant correlation with definition of hearth.

Data al-so showed that these older adul-ts reported

participation in a wide range of actual health-promoting

behaviors. Being older was positively correfated with

behaviors represent.ing interpersonal_ support, while having

more education $ras inversely correlated with behaviors

representing stress management. Three dimensions of heal-th

were correl-ated with two dimensions of health-promoting

behaviors.
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Chapter 6. Discussion and Implications

The purpose of this study was to explore the

relationship between definition of health and health-
promoting behaviors in a group of older adults. This study

explored (a) the definition of hearth perceived. by older
adults participating in fitness facilities/programs, (b) the
rel-ati-onship between demographic characteristics and

definition of health for older adults participating in
fitness facilities/programs, (c) the heal-th-promoting

behaviors of oÌder adul-ts participating in fitness
facilities/programs, (d) the relationship between

demographic characteristics and health-promoting behaviors

of older adults participating in fitness
facilities/programs, and. (e) the relationship between

definition of health and hearth-promoting behaviors of older
adults participating in fitness facil-ities/programs.

This chapter will- discuss both the definition of heal_th

and the health-promoting behavior findings as they r4rere

examined in this sampl-e of older adults. rn addition,
conceptual and nursing implications of the study findings
are presenLed, along with study limitations and

considerations for future research. The chapter closes with
a brief summarv.
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Definition of Health

Data from the LHCS suggest that in this study older

adurts define health more broadly than the mere absence of

disease or il-Iness. Respondents, however, do not total_l_v

discount this aspect of health, but questionnaire data

suggest t.hat they emphasize functional, adaptive, and self-
actualizing aspects of hearth. rnterestingly, the functionar

dimension of the LHCS was emphasized by this sample of ol_der

adults.

Possibry, the potential or actual loss of performance

capaciti-es has sensitized t.hese ol-der adults to the

functional aspect of health. On an indivictuat tcr¡cl _ notions

about disability and l-oss of functj-on in ol_der age may have

contributed to this finding. Alternatively, support for
functional health may refl-ect, in part, the val-ues and

beriefs present in society. The defining of heal_th in a

funct.ional- way is an important example of how the North

American va.l-ue system and social- structure pl_ace particular
emphasis on the fulfill-ment of role obligations (Doy1e,

l-981) . rt is concerned with people's ability to carry out

their normal rores and activities. Thus, these ol_der adurts'

agreement with t.he functionar health dimension would appear

to be consi-stent. with the North American value svstem.
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Of particular note, is thís group of older adul_ts

general agrreement with all four dimensions of health

comprising the LHcs. These order adults have a much broader

notion df health than simpry the cl-inical or functional_

dimension of health. rt suggests agreement with the

broadening definition of health that has occurred over the

years - rt appears older adults are not immune from the

societal trend toward holistic heal-th. The idea of holistic
health includes high-lever wellness and the real_ization of
potentials; the eudaimonistic items in the LHCS focus on

this aspect of health.

By defining hearth as an arl-embracing and mul_tifaceted

concept, these older adults may act.ually be giving

expression to society's notions of well_-being or quality of
life. After aJ-1, heal-th is intertwined conceptually and

practically with the social-, moral, and politica]_ aspects of
society (Van Der Geest, l-9B5) .

At the same time, there r¡rere significant rerationships

between not being married and funct.ional, adaptive,

eudaimonistic, and total hearth conception scores. These

results provide limited support for pender, s (1997)

proposit.ion that demographic factors are associated with

cognitive-perceptual factors. Although, from pender's model

it. is not clear if there is a direct rerationship between
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demographic characteristícs and cognitive-perceptual_

factors. It is possible that these dimensions of health have

particular relevance in the lives of ol_der adults who find
themsel-ves alone. This finding is not surprising if one

considers that heal-th is a concept grounded in the

experiences and concerns of everyday 1ífe (Crawford, 19g4) .

Asking older adul-ts to define hearth probably evoked

reflections about the quality of their physicar, emotional,

and social- experiences. Meanings that emerge from these

experiences may or may not conform to dominant societal_

notions about health.

Experiences of socioeconomic status, sex, and age may

a]so serve to filter domi-nant societal val-ues and

conceptions. The result may be an internarization of
dominant values and conceptions t ot a resistance to and

transformation of those systems of meaning (Crawford, 19g4) .

fn this society, heal_th Ís often viewed in an

individuatist.ic wâyr and this is reflect.ed in the LHCS where

the individual copes, adapt.sr or lives life to the furlest.
The trend i n l- ho qi- rrrlrz data tOward a negative

correration between some of the demographic variabres, for
exampre âgê, and the hearth dimensions may indicate a

resistance to these definitions. A few order adurts offered
the comment, rrYou can have physical problems and st.irl be
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healthy. rt depends what. they are and how severe". Another

person added, "Defini-ng health is very subjective. r can see

someone who is younger viewing heal_th quite differently than

someone who is older with hearth probrems,'. These comments

suggest a serious questioning of the hearth description
items present ín the LHcs. They also suggest that a person, s

current heal-th q.|-ai-rrq mâ\' nlay a role in how heal_th is
defined.

The smal1 percentage of variance in the health

conception scores accounted for by the marital- status

variable suggests other factors are also associated with
older adults' perceived definition of health. These factors
probably vary depending on the person and the context.

rndividuals are not immune from the system of values,

attitudes, and beliefs that permeates society. Again,

prevailing ideas, values, and beliefs in society may herp to
shape onet s concept of health in complex ways with meanings

that emergfe from onet s concrete physical, emotional, and

social experiences.

For exampre, prevailing notions of health such as "Beinq

able to change and adjust to demands made by the

environment'r and "Adapting to things as they rea]_ry are, noE

as rtd like them to be" may be contested by respondents

because of their orrrn concrete l-ife experiences. They may
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question this idea of adaptation to the environment as

adaptive for whom? rn other words, meanings t.hat emerge from

thej-r own physical-, emotional, and social experiences may

serve to resist these prevai-ling notions of health. one

woman also critícized the descriptions of heal-th by stating,

"Health is how I am feeling. I know when I am healthy.

Health depends on how I feel at a particular time. "

The definition of health findings, however, must be

interpreted cautj-ous1y. Arthough a reliability analysis

reveal-ed that respondents were consistent in their views

throughout the instrument, the high intercorrel-ations among

the functíonal, adaptive, and eudaimonistic health

dimensions suggest that these dimensions were not measuring

relativery distinct dimensions of health conception in this
sample of ol-der adult.s. A single dimension appears to

underly these three subscal-es of the LHcs - Thereforo - rather

than measuring four dimensions of hearth, the instrumenr

appears to be tapping only two dimensj_ons of health

conception in this sample of ol-der adults. Or alternaf irrc'trz-

the'inst.rument ítems are not adequat.ely tapping the

functional, adaptive, and eudaimonistic dimensions of

heal-th.

The resul-ts of this study are consistent with previous

research exploring individuars, definitions of health. The
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lower mean score for the clinical heai-th dimension r^ras

reported both for graduate nursing students (Laffrey, 1996)

and for adults with disabilities (Stuifbergen et â1., l-990).

The higher mean score for the functional- health dimension

was also fOuncì i n r- 'ha c:mnr_g of adults with disabilities
(Stuifbergen et â1., 1990). In contrast, Laffrey (19g6)

found the highest mean score for a sampre of graduate

nursing students to be the eudaimonistic hearth dimension.

of particul-ar note in these studies with differenc
populations, is the support for al-t four hea]th dimensions.

Despite different population characteristics in terms of
disabi]-ity, chronic il-lness¡ âgê , and health education, the

similarity in heal-th conception scores across the studies

suggests agreement in how heal_th is conceptualized.

Not surprisingly, adults with disabilities and older
adults, some of whom reported chronic i1l-ness, would

emphasize functional health. As previously stated, this may

be attributed to both the prevailing social definition of
health that emphasizes ability to carry out rol_es, and the

individual's personal physical and social experiences.

the emphasis on the eudaimonistic hearth dimension by

the graduate nursing students (Laffrey, 1996) may actually
refrect their greater sociarization into this aspect of
health. Spect.or (Lgj9) explains that as one is socialized
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int.o the provider culture, vj-a the educationar process,

one's understanding of heal-th changes. The connotation of

the word "health" may become that contained in the worl_d

Hearth organization (1984, 19BG) definition or some other

recognized authority. At the same time, and possibly more

subtry the public is exposed to the same expJ-icit and

implicit definitions of health; definitions shaped by the

institutj-ons of society incruding government, mass media and

communication systems, and cultural systems.

The tendency for individuars to define health as a
multidimensi-onar concept ís a colnmon theme represented i_n

European and North American findings of tay concept.s of
health. rn fact, similar descriptions of health are reported

across a number of studies. These descriptions of health

include those represented in the present study: absence of
disease/il-lness/symptoms (Baumann, 1,961,; Boyre & counts,

1988,' Calnan & Johnson, 1985; Colantonio, 1988,. d, Houtaud &

Fie1d, 1,984,' Herzlich, 1,973,. Morse, L987; Williams, l_9g3,.

woods et âf., 1988),' fulfirlment of social roles/functionar
capacity (Baumann, 1,961,; Boy1e & Counts, 19gg; Calnan &

Johnson, 1985; Colantonio, 19BB; drHoutaud & Fie1d, I9g4;

Hanna, 1989; Morse, 1-987; parse, Coyne, & Smith, 19g5;

vüi]1iams, 1983; woods et â1., rggg) ; f]exible adjustment to
changing cj-rcumstances/ability to adapt (Calnan & Johnson,
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1985,' d'Houtaud & Fie1d, 1,984,- Morse, IgBi,. Woods et âI.,
l-988) ; and exuberant well-being/se1f-reali-zation (Baumann,

196i-; Calnan & Johnson, l-985; Colantonio, 1,988; d'Houtaud &

FJ-eId, 1984; Hanna, 1989; Herzlich, J-gj3; Morse , 1-9g].;

Parse, Coyne, & Smith, 1985; Woods et â1., l_9BB). Although

additional health themes appear in these studies, the

emergence of the above core health concepts in groups

divergent in â9€, Iife experience, and nationality 1ends

support to a general west.ern societal notion of health.

Relationship between demoqraphic characteristics and

definition of health.

with respect to the relationship between demographic

charact.eristics and definition of hearth for ol_der adurts

participating in fitness programs, only marital- status

showed a correlation with definition of heal-th.

unfortunately, other studies did not consid.er marital- status

as a correl-ate of health definition. Age, sex, education,

and socioeconomic status have been the factors most

frequently examined for their correlation with definition of

health.

In regard to age and sex differences, the data in this
study did not revear any significant correlations between

definition of health and age or gender. Likewise, co.l-antonio

(l-988) found no significant differences in health concepE,s
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across age groups or between sexes. At the same time,

education and income were not significantl_y correlated with
health definition in the present study. rn contrast, other

studies did report finding differences according to
education and socioeconomic status (Baumann, 1961-; calnan &

Johnson, L9B5; d'Houtaud & Fie]d, 1984,. Vrioods et â1., j-9gB).

As Calnan and Johnson (1995) suggest, the socíal- cl_ass

differences in concepts of health found in these studies may

be the resul-t of the sociar context of the interviews. Those

individuals with more education and greater economic

standing may be more adept at giving their views about.

abstract concepts, and articulating those views to a middle

class interviewer. on the other hand, the administration of
the same quantitative measurement instrument to al_1

participants in the present study gave respondents the

opportunity to agree/disagree wit.h the same stat.ements. The

fact that education and income were not significantry
correlated with definition of health may be a more accurate

ref lect.ion of the sit.uation.

An alternat.ive explanation for not finding significant
correl-ations between definition of hearth and education or

income in the present study is perhaps due to the sampre,

itself. This group of older adur-ts is socioeconomicarly

relatively homogeneous despite education and economic
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differences. The education and income 1evels reported in
this study suggest a middle class sample. rt is possible

that i-n a more heterogeneous poputation, differences in
socioeconomic status may be found to be associated with

differences in health definitions.

overall, the results of this study would tend to supporr

Payne's (1983) idea that traditional views of hearth, with

disease as the central focus, have been supplanted by

complex, multidimensional- concepts of health. certainry, the

older adults who participated in this study appeared to
support the clinical_, functional-, adaptive, and

eudaimonistic concepts of health put forth by smith (1991,

1983) . Similarly, these core heal-th concepts have emerged in
a number of other studies reported in the l-it.erature.

Health-Promotinq Behaviors

Data from the HPLP suggest that in this study ol-der

adul-ts report engaging in a number of health-promoting

behaviors with varying frequency. The regularity with which

this sample of ol-der adul-ts practice the six health-
promot.ing behavior dimensions ranged from never to
routinely. However, questionnaire data suggest that on

average, respondents indicate that they engage often in

nutri-tion, self-actualization, interpersonal_ support.,
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exercise, stress management, and health responsibility

behaviors.

It would appear from these findings that health-

promoting behaviors may be a high priority for older

persons. As one man commented, "Heafth becomes an important

concern at our age. " Some caution, however, is warranted in
this interpretat.ion. There is some evidence that l-ow rates

of healt.h behavior in older adults are associated with

higher rnortality (Kaplan et âf . , 1987; palmore, 1,910 ;

Rotevatn, Aks]en, & B jelke I L989) . ConsequentJ_y, these ol-der

adurts who report health-promoting behaviors may really be

the healthy survivors of their age cohort. Their health-

promoting behaviors may al-so ref l-ect liferong behaviors. rn

addition, although the health-promoting behaviors being

measured by the HPLP are recognized by experts as having

health benefits, they may of course be engaged in by this
sampre of order adults for purposes of appearance, ficness,

pleasurer or social acceptance. Indeed, these personal_

benefits may influence older adults, participation in

hearth-promoting behaviors as suggested in pender, s (1987)

model.

Since the Lalonde report. (197 4) , heal_th promotion has

become a widely shared goal among the middle class of

society (Crawford, L984,. Labonte & penfold, 1981) . The focus
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of this hearth promotion effort, however, has tended to be

individual lifestyre changes. No doubt this sampre of older
adults, participating in fitness facilitÍes/programs, has

been exposed over the years to the expectations for optimal
health behavior being el-aborated in the media, by

government, and throughout largery middle class social-

net.works.

rt is possible that these basicarly middle class,
retired order adul-ts have control- over the conditions of
life that woul-d al]ow time and energy to be devoted to
health-promoting activities. whether in the name of health,
fitnessr or social acceptance, health-promoting behaviors

are proactive in nature and require a commitment. These

older adults probably have time, money, flexibre schedules,

and are not being drained by strenuous job requiremenEs,.

therefore, t.hey are able to engage in a range of hearth-
promoting behaviors.

The present study found a correration between age and

the specific heal-th-promoting dimension of interpersonal
support. Perhaps with age and the i-nevitabl_e loss of friends
and family more effort is made to develop and keep personal

support networks. However, the cross-sectional_ nature of
this study cautions against interpretat.ions based on age. A
longitudinaL study wourd be needed to identify how health-
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evolve over time.
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such as interpersonal support

An interesting finding is the negative correration

between educat.ion level and the hearth-promoting dimension

of stress management. This implies either that individual_s

with more education are l-ess likely to employ strategies for
managing stress t ot possibly that some subscale items r^rere

not particularly relevant to them. The lower reliabiritv
found for the stress management d.imension of the HpLp mav

suggest the i-atter. subscale items such as "practice
relaxation or medítation for L5-20 minutes daiÌy" and

"conscj-ously rel-ax muscl-es before sleep,' may not have been

particularly relevant to these older adults.

Not surprising was the smal1 percentage of variance

shared by the demographic variables (age, education) and the

HPLP variables (int.erpersonal support, sE.ress management) .

rt is apparent that engaging in heal-th-promoting behaviors

is a fairly complex social phenomenon,. many other variabl_es

evidently are associated with this behavior.

Although no instrument norms for the HpLp have been

reported in the literature, the resurts of this study can be

compared to findings obtained in other studies that used the

HPLP to measure health-promoting behaviors of order ad.ul-ts.

rn the present study, the sample mean for the total HpLp was
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higher than the mean values reported for ol-der volunteers in
four separate studies in the u.s.A. (Duffy & MacDonard,

L990,' Riffle, yoho, & Sams , 1_999; Speake, Cowart, & pel_let,

1989,' Walker, VoJ_kan, Sechrist, & pender, j_9gg) . The sampl_e

mean values for the nutrition and exercise dimensions were

al-so higher than the mean scores reported in the Ameri-can

studies of older adul-ts (Duffy & MacDonaÌd, i-990,- Riffle,
Yoho, & Sams, L989; Speake, Cowart, & pellet , L9g9; Watker,

Vo]kan, Sechrist, & pender, l_9gg) . On the other hand, the
self-actuarizaLion, healt.h responsibility, interpersonal
support, and stress management dimension mean scores were

similar across the studies of older adults.
rt is interesting to note that the HpLp dimension mean

scores for older adults were simirar among the American

studies, yet convenience samples of order adur-ts were

recruited in different geographical_ areas: southeast. Texas

(Duffy & MacDonald, r990); vüest virginia (Riffle, yoho, &

sams, L989) ; North Florida (speake, cowart, & pel_let , l9g9) ;
and the Midwest u.s.A. (walker, vol-kan, sechrist, & pender,

l-988) . rn comparing the present study to the American

studies' one must consider that the convenience samples in
the Ameri-can studies brere larger. Moreover, the ]ower

reliability scores obt.ained for the exercise and nutrition
dimensions in the present study caution against. suggesting
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that the present sample of order adults, recruited from

fitness facilities/progrrams, engages more frequently in
these health-promoting behaviors.

The fact that similar findings were found in four

hearth-promoting dimensions across the studies of ol_der

adults, despite differences in population characteristics,
l-ends support to the notion that health-promoting behaviors

may be the norm amongi older adults. However, the largely
middle cl-ass samples recruited ín these studies caution

against generalizing the resul-t.s to ot.her older adults. As

Norman (1987) found in his extensive review of general

hearth behavior studies, the majority of studies found more

positive heal-th behavior to be associated with hiqher

socioeconomic status.

In studies of adults, the relationship between

demographics and health-promot.ing behaviors as measured with

the HPLP are inconsistent. The correl-at.ion bet.ween age and

interpersonal- support found in the present study was not

report.ed in other studies (Riffle, yoho, & Sams, j,989;

Speake, Cowart, & pell_et, 1,989; Speake, Cowart, & Stephens,

L99L,' VoIden et â1., 1990; Ir,IaJ_ker, Volkan, Sechrist, &

Pender, 1988) . rn some studies age has been reported as

correl-ating positivery with nutrition (vol-den et â1. , 1990;

Walker, VoJ-kan, Sechrist, & pender, 19BB; Weitzel, 1,ggg),
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and health responsibility (Volden et â1., 1990; Watker,

Volkan, Sechrist, & Pender, 1988; WeitzeI, I9B9) . However,

other studies have found a negative correl-ation between age

and nutrition (Speake, Cowart, & pellet, 1,ggg) , and beuween

age and heal-th responsibility (Riffte, yoho, & Sams, 1999) .

A more gg¡gigr-anr- rin¡l'i nn \¿g been the negat.ive corre]ation
between age and exercise reported in the literature (Riffle,

Yoho, & Sams , 1,989; Volden et â1. , j-990; Weitze1, j_999) .

The correlation between education and stress management

in the present study finds support in a study of older

adults by Speake, Cowart, and pellet (l_989) . Having more

education was correlated with lower stress management

behavior scores. At the same time, other studies found no

signJ-ficant correlation between education and stress

management (Riffle, Yoho, & Sams, 1,989; Speake, Cowart, &

Stephens, 1,991,; Weitzel , L989), or a positive correlation

between education and stress management (Vlalker, Volkan,

Sechrist, & Pender, I988) .

Unfortunately, the results of these cross-sectional

studies of hearth-promoting behavior are inconsistent and

ambigruous, and they do not al-l-ow one to draw any general

conclusions. Even when the same measurement instrument was

used, there are disparities between studies in reÌationships
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found. These inconsistencies may indicate that t.he

underlyíng relationships are, indeed, very complex.

rn all cases, although demographic characteristics are

correl-ated with the health-promoting behaviors, they explain
only a small amount of the variance in the behaviors. rt is
obvi-ous that hearth-promoting behaviors are associated with
a comprex interplay of personal and social factors beyond

demographic characteristics. These personal and social_

factors may incl-ude the interpersonal- infl-uences and

situational factors identified as modifying factors in
Pender's (1987) model.

Promotinq Behaviors

Researchers have suggested that definitions of hearth
may be important in j-nfl-uencing hearth behaviors (cal_nan &

Johnson, 1985,. Laffrey, 1986, '1990; pender, 19g7) . The

present study found a negative correlation between defining
health as the absence of disease (clinica] health score) and

the hearth-promoting behavior dimension of heal-th

responsibility. As we11, functional- and adaptive definitions
of heal-th were positively correlated with sel-f-actual-izat.ion

behavior scores in this sample of older adul_ts.

rndividual health responsibility means att.ending to
one's own hearth; whereas, a clinical heal_th definition is
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medically defined and disease oriented. For these order

adurts, crinical- health may imply a medicalÌy dominated

experience in sharp contrast to more autonomous individuat
health responsibility behaviors. This may explain the

negative correlation bet.ween these two correlates.

rt is surprising that an eudaimonistic definition of
heal-th did not significantly correl-ate with self-
actualization; whereas, functional and adaptive definitions
did dispJ-ay positive correlatj-ons with this health-promoting

behavior dimension. Many factors are probably acting to
differentially influence these relationships as demonstrated

by the controlling of demographic variabl-es. with the

demographic characteristics of this older adurt sampre

controlled, there was a trend toward increased correlation
between self-actuarization and functional, adaptive,

eudaimonistic, and totat health definition scores. perhaps

other cognitive-perceptual- and modifying factors such as

those identified in pender's (1982) Health promotion Mode1

are influencing the relationship between eudaimonistic

health and self-actualization.

rn any event, the high intercorrerations amonq the

functional, adaptive, and eudaimonistic health dimensions

suggest that the positive correlation between serf-
actualizat.ion and health definition be interpreted
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cautiousry. The positive correration may actually reflect
the.heal-th definition that underl-ies the functionar,

adaptive, and eudaÍmonistic health dimensions measured in
this study of older adults. rf that is the case, it does not

seem unreasonabl-e that older adults, self-actual_ization

behavior would positively corre]ate with such a psycho-

social definition.

Again, the small percentage of variance shared by the

health definition and health-promoting behavior variabl_es

measured in this study supports the notion that engaging in
health-promoting behaviors j-s a complex social_ phenomenon

infl-uenced by a number of other factors. This notion ís al_so

supported by the finding that four of the six heal_th-

promoting behaviors reported by the older adults did not

significantly corre1ate with health definition.
Moreover, the fact that this sampre of older adul_cs

supported more than one dimension of health further
demonstrates the comprexity of the issue. rt raises a

question about the practical significance of a single
dimension of heal-th correr-ating with a single dimension of
health-promoting behavior; especially, when the older adul_ts

indicate a multidimensionar definition of hearth and a

number of health-promoting behaviors.
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Finally, t.he relationshíp between heal-th definition and

health-promoting behaviors found in this study does not

necessarily refl-ect an infl-uence of health definition on the

behaviors of these older adul-ts. As calnan and Johnson

(1985) have indicated, the rerationship may actual_ly reflect
the role of health definition in rationalizing or justifying

hearth behaviors rather than acting as a precursor of such

behaviors.

Conceptual fmpl-ications

This study demonstrates l-imit.ed support for a

relationship between definition of health and health-
promoting behaviors as framed within pender, s (19g7) Heatth

Promotion Model-. pender's model- posits significant
relationships between cognitive-perceptual- factors and

participation in heal-th-promoting behaviors. Accordinq to
the Health Promotion Model-, modifyi-ng factors such as

demographic characteristics are indirectly related to
participation in health behaviors through their rel-ationship

to cognitive-perceptual factors such as definition of
1^^ ^'ì !Lr¡çaf LIJ,.

Resurts of this study support, in part, pender's (l-9BT)

proposition that demographic factors are related to
definition of healt.h. rn this case, however, only marital
status was correl-ated with health definition. Gender, âgêr
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educat.ion, and income were not significantty correl_ated with
health definition. At the same time, however, certain
demographic characteristics were also significantry
correlated with hearth-promoting behaviors. Hence, it would

not seem unreasonabl-e to suggest that there is a direct
relationship between demographic characteristics and hearth-
promoting behaviors. rn fact, very l_ittle is known about how

the various correlates of heal-th behaviors may themselves be

interrelat.ed (Norman, 198?) . rndeed, pender's (19g7) model

is not clear about the nature of the interrelationships
among the variabl-es. For instance, are the rel_ationships

between the variabl-es expected to be additive or

mul-tiplicative in explaining health-promoting behaviors?

Final]y, a rel-ationship between definition of heal_th and

heaJ-th-promoting behavi-ors was also sornewhat supported by

this study. Tr^ro of the six heal-th-promoting behavior

dimensions were significantly correlated with a particular
health definition. These correrati-ons remained significant.
after contro]ling for the demographic characteristics.
However, l-ess than 92 of the variance in health-promoting

behavi-ors r^¡as accounted for by the statistically significant
correlations found in this study. obvious]_y, other facuors

are associated with health-promoting behaviors.
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Health-promoting behavi-ors are actions that probably

have numerous social, psychotogical, and biological
infl-uences as depicted in pender's Hearth promotion Mode1.

rn this study only two factors, namely, definition of heal_th

and demographíc characteristics were examined for their
relationship to health-promoting behaviors. other studies of
older adults have used murtivariate analyses to investigate
the relationship between other cognitíve-perceptuar factors
identified in Pender's modet and health-promotinq behaviors

(Riffle, Yoho, & Sams, 1,989; Speake, j_987; Speake, Cowart, &

Pell-et, r9B9) . These cognitive-perceptual factors have

included perceived control- of hearth and perceived heatth

status. The most variance in hearth-promoting behaviors

expj-ained by these cognitive-perceptual variables was only

242. several other factors proposed in pend.er, s model have

yet to be investigated for their rerationship to order

adul-ts' healt.h-promoting behaviors. They need to be examined

for their irnpact on explaining the variance in health-
promoting behaviors.

rn contrast to the emphasis on examining demographic and

cognitive-perceptual correlates of health-promoting

behavior, there has been little work on environmentar or

social factors. penderrs (198?) model identifies

interpersonal factors such as expectat.ions of significant
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others, or the extent to which onet s family or social-

network engage in particurar health-promoting behaviors as

modifying influences on heal-th-promoting behaviors. rn this
study many older adults, participating in fitness programs,

appeared to know each other and socialize after their
fitness classes suggesting the possibíIity that
interpersonal factors may be related to theÍr heal-th-

promoting behavj-ors. fn addition, pender's (1997) model_

identifies situational factors such as health-promoting

options available as important. modifying infruences on

health-promoting behaviors. According to pender (Lgg]-) , the

availability of a range of behavioral options such as

health-promoting dietary choices and facilities for exercise

increases the opportunity to make responsible choices. rt,
therefore, seems reasonable to assume that. factors in the

immediate situation where the behavior occurs will have a

role in the hea]-th-promoting behaviors of order adul_ts but

this requires investigation.

Neverthel-ess, in linking the present study findings ro

the societal context in which this order adul-t sample Ìives,
certain limitations in pender's model are apparent: First,
the scientific narrowness of the heal_th promotion model with

its focus, solelyr orr J-ifestyj-e in order to achieve

individual well-being,. second, t.he emphasis on individuals
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as the primary agents in modifying the effects of their
environment,. and third, a social- context focused on

interpersonal rel-ations with significant others, and.

environs conducive to health-promoting action.

The model tends to i-gnore the social- structural
conditions of poverty, c]ass inequality, isolation, and

arienation in society that are rikery to infl_uence the very

characteristics depicted in the model, including hearth-
promoting behaviors. rn the present study, the basicarJ_y

middle cl-ass sample of otder adults probably has control
over the condítions of life that would allow time and ênêr.rv

to be devoted to health-promoting activities. This may nor

be the situation for other ol-der adurts, many of whom have

monetary i-ncomes at the lower end of the income scale

(Manitoba Council on Aging, I9g5) . Severed from the societaÌ
context, individuar cognitive-perceptual factors tend to be

read as the major influences on heal_th-promoting behaviors.

As a resurt, it is the individual who is call-ed upon to
resist an array of social forces aligned against heatth

behavior such as advert.ising, inst.itutional_, and

environmental constraints (Crawford, l_gB0) . As a health

promotion model- for nursing, the pender model needs to
enlarge its focus to include the political, economic, and

social context in which individual health-promoting
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behaviors are carried out. Directing attention to the broad

patterns in human behavior and societar forces that channel_

those behaviors in certain directions is no l-ess humanistic

than paying attention to individual- behavior (sínger, 1990) .

Impl-içations for Nurses

The intent of this study was to explore the relationship
bet.ween definition of hearth and health-promoting behaviors

in a group of older adults. A number of implications for
nursing have emerged from both the definj_tion of hearth and

the health behavior findings, and. are presented here for
consideration.

Because heal-th is an important aspect of nursing

practice and research, it is important for nurses to
increase their al^¡areness of their own and otherst definition
of heal-th. This may involve an 'unlocking" process to break

down and understand the definitions of health (spector,

1,979) - Persistent questioning such as "what is Health?" and

"what does that mean?" may be necessary to gain a greater

sensitivity to the many definitions of health. Equal-ty

important is to question from where those definitions may

derive. rn the present study, order adurtsr agreement with a

broad definition of hearth that goes beyond a clinical
dimension appears to be a conmon theme in the research

literature. rf one consi-ders that macro-l_evel forces in
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society are not external to individuar val-ues and bel-ief s -

then nurses must ask who creates and defines the dominant

notions of heal-th and to what end. Health, then, must be

viewed within a societar context. At the same time, nurses

need to be cognizant of the implicit. meanings in the various

concepts of health, and how ol_der adults, own physical,

emotional, and social- experiences may serve to resist such

meanings.

The finding that older adults have posit.ive views of

health incorporatíng notions of welr--being and quarity of

life has implications for how nurses assess the health of

older adurts, and for the kind of heal-th messages they

impart to older people. rf hearth indicators \^rere to be

based on the findings in this study, more emphasis would be

placed on the functionaÌ, adaptive, and. eudaimonistic

aspects of health, as opposed to an emphasis on morbidity

factors such as number and type of chronic il-lness.

Likewise, health messages to older adul-ts would convev that
nurses view ol-der adul_tst heal_th as more than just

prevention and coping with disease and il_Iness.

Nurses ident.ify the promotion of heart.h in individuals
and groups as an important nursing function (Canadian public

Health Association, 1990) . This study demonstrates thar

older adurts participating in fitness programs may engage
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often in a number of heal-th-promoting behaviors. The

cha]-lenge for nurses, in this case, is to recognize the

streni-ths of this group and reinforce their efforts to
promote healt.h. rn addition, nurses need to recognize these

older adults as an important resource in heal_th education.

Final-Iy, nurses need to buil-d on what ol-der persons arready

knOw and do in terms of their haa]r-h. ¡hiS means movinq

beyond indivídual- lifestyle to consider other influences on

l^^^'tåt^

The relationship between definition of heal_th and

health-promoting behaviors of older adults remains

ambiguous. rn this study, order adul-ts' definition of health

was mul-tidimensional and was not correlated to any great

extent with their hearth-promoting behaviors. The nurse must

apprecíate that hearth definition may have more societal
implications than it has clinical- implications for health-
promoting behavior.

Lastly, while needing to recognize individuaÌ efforts at

health-promoting behaviors and possible psychological

influences, nursing in general must. not ignore the societal
lever where political, economic, and social pressures may

make peopre behave as they do. rn thís study, middre crass

status may have been an important infruence on hearth-

promoting behaviors. An understanding of societal forces and
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how they shape peoplet s lives i-s necessary for nurses Eo

promote health in individuals and groups (Butterfield,

1990) .

Limitations

several l-imitations of this study are recognized. The

study sample was a sma]l convenience sample of volunteers.

This convenience sampring may have biased t.he sample co

incl-ude ol-der respondents atypica]- with regard to the

varÍables measured. rn addition, although the sampJ-e \¡¡as

drawn from various community sites, the volunteers vrere

recruited from fitness facil-ities/programs,. this may have

biaSed the Sarnnla f n ìnnìrrrlg Ol_der peOple whO were m.re

heal-th conscious.

The participants in this study were, on the averagle,

slightly more educated than the older adul-t population in
Manitoba. The majority of participants al-so had incomes

above the canadian 1ow-income cutoff 1ines. rn generar, they

represent a fairly middl-e class sample. The use of such a

convenience sample, therefore, limits the abilitv to
generalize the findínqs.

other methodological l-imitations include the use of
serf-reports to measure health behavior. Respondents may

have had difficurty in recalling the frequency of behaviors.

However, it's possible t.hat. many hearth-promoting behaviors
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are continuing, longstanding activities which respondents

can accurately report.

There is al-so the possibility that social- desirab'i I i t- r¡

played a part in the self-reports. Some people may have

consciousry or unconsciously distorted their self-reported
characteristics in order to present themselves in a positive

light. such distortions are of particular concern in the

reporting of health definition and hearth behaviors because

of the strong societal varue attached to health. Hopefurly,

conditions of anonymity and confidential-ity herped to

counter this problem.

Another limitation concerns the limited use of the tool_s

which measured health definition and hea'ti- h-nromnrinc

behaviors. Both measurement instruments are relati-verv new

and do not have a long history of use. The Laffrey Heatth

conception scal-e was j-nternarly consistent, but it showed

some redundancy among three of its dimensions in this sampre

Of O]der adUltS. The Health-Þrnmnl- i nn r i fesf wl c Þrnf i lg, On

the other hand, did not show any redundancy within its
scale, but it did show l-ower internal consistencv in three

of its di¡¡s¡sìnnc rn I iahr- of these limitations, the

findings of this study must. be viewed cautiously before any

generalizations can be made concerning t.he health definition
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and heal-th-promoting behaviors of ol-der adults participating

in fitness programs.

Future Research Considerations

A number of possible directions for future research have

arisen from this study. First is the need to further refine

the research instrumenLs used to measure o.l_der adu]ts,

hearth definition and health-promoting behaviors. Further

reliability and validity testing of the LHcs and the HpLp

with larger groups of order adul-ts woul-d enhance the use of

these instruments in research with ol_der adults.

Incorporating a qualitative component by interviewing

respondents wou]d allow respondents to el-aborate on the

reasons for their responses to items on the scafes. This

method coul-d provide additional insights int.o order ad.ul_ts'

definition of hearth and health-promoting behaviors. rt al_so

coul-d provide insights into how the varj-ous scale items are

interpreted by older adults.

A recommendation is made to replicate this study using a

larger, more heterogeneous sample and to incr-ude additional

variabres. A random sample of older adults should be used

and an effort made to include more varied socioeconomic

populations. Also, si-nce the definition of health and

demographic variables measured in this study accounted for

only a small port.ion of t.he variance in heatth-promotinq
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behaviors, identification and study of other fact.ors that
may be associat.ed with hearth-promoting behaviors are

reCommended. The o1- hor r.ncrn{¡-ive-oercentU¿f and rnOd.ifying

factors identified in pender's (1997) model are supported by

research findings from the health promotion titerature and

warrant further investiqation.

unfort.unately, pender's (1987) Heatth promotion Mode1

encourages an al-most excl-usive attention to personal factors
such as cognitive-perceptual- factors in research on health-
promoting behaviors. Abstracted from the societal context,

examination of health-promoting behaviors from within such a

model- fosters inadequate consideration of possibre social,
politicar and economic influences on behaviors. rn fact,
more attention to social factors and their possible

infruence on health-promoting behaviors appears warranted.

This may requi-re an analysis of the lived experiences of
older adul-ts in society. fndeed, a combination of
qualitative and quantitative research techniques may provide

more information about the health-promoting behaviors of
ol-der persons.

Also, âny correlations found in the present study can

only provide cl-ues as to possibre factors which infruence

hearth-promoting behaviors; they do not provide direct
evidence for a causal rel-ationship. Additional experimental-
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research iS necess^r\/ J. ô ,-Onfirm a CauSal relatiOnShic

before one can concl-ude that health definition infruences

hearth-promoting behaviors. such research may provide

nurses, interested in psychological influences, with

effective l-evers to use in health education programs aimed

at influencing health behaviors.

Finally, to address the j-ssue of age and its correlation
with health-promoting behaviors, Ìongitudinar studies are

needed to identify how t.hese behaviors evolve over t.ime.

cross-sectional studies are confounded by a number of
fact.ors. Age group dif ferences at a singre point in t.ime

could reflect maturational-, historical, and mortal-ity

effects. Longitudinal studies of hearth-promoting behaviors

over time coul-d help to resolve some of these probl-ems.

Summarv

The purpose of this study was to explore the

relationship between definition of hearth and health-
promoting behaviors in a group of older adults. More

specificalJ-y, the study explored the definition of health

and heal-th-promoting behaviors of older adults participating
in fitness facilities/programs.

The findings of this study tend to support the notion

that traditional views of health, with disease as the focus,

have been replaced by a more multidimensional view of
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health. The ol-der adu.l-ts who participated in this study

appeared to support clinica1, functional-, adaptive, and

eudaimonistic concepts of health. These core health concept.s

were al-so evident in a number of other studíes reported in
the literature, thereby, giving credence to the findinqs.

The small_ percentage of variance in the heal_th

concept.ion scores accounted for by the demographic variabl_es

in thís study indicates that ot.her factors are associated

with older adults' perceived definition of health. rt is
postulated that these factors probabty vary depending on the

person, conLext, and prevailing ideas, values, and beriefs
in society.

The study demonstrated that this sample of older adults,
who participate in fitness facilities/programs, engage often
in a number of healt.h-promoting behaviors. This findinq is
consistent wit.h American studies that used the Hearth-

Promoting Lifestyle profire to examine ol_der adults, health-
promoting behaviors. only two demographic characteristics
were correl-ated with the heal-t.h-promoting behaviors of older
adults and explained only a small amount of the variance in
the behaviors . Like health rìef i n'i r i an i t is apparent that.

health-promoting behaviors are assocíated with a comprex

interpray of personaÌ and sociar factors beyond demographic

characteristics.
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The study demonstrated l_imited support for a

relationship between definition of hearth and hearth-
proooting behaviors as framed within penderr s (19g?) Health

Promotion Model. only two health-promoting behaviors were

correlated with a particurar heatth definition. only a small_

percentage of the variance in health-promot.ing behaviors was

accounted for by the statistically significant correl_ations

found in the study.

In light of t.he study findings and limitations, the

rel-ationship between older adurts, definition of hearth and

their heal-th-promoting behaviors remains ambiguous.

Neverthel-ess, there is some indication that heal_th

definition may have limited clinical- significance as a

factor in heal_th-promoting behaviors.
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Permission/Laffrev Health Conception Scale
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School of NurslrE
D€Þ€rtmênl of M€ntal Hèattl\
Cqnmunlty arxt Adtnlnlstrath/o
Nurslng
San Franclsco, Cslllomla
941434608
415147È1504

Unirersil-v of Calilomia, San Francisco. . . A Health Scierces Camous

July 10, 1989

Kinberl-ey äogg

winúpêg, Manitoba
Canada R

Dear Hs. Hogg:

Ihank you for your interest in the Laffrey Health Conception Scale. Enclosed
is a copy of the Inost recent forn of the LHCS with scoring information.
Initial support for content and consËruct validity and internal conslsÈency
are described in the enclosed n0verview of the IJICS." Work on validity and
reliability establishment is continuing. To assist in this process, I would
appreciace receirring the following from you should you use the ir¡stru¡Dent:

1. Ranges, Eeans and standard deviations of the subscores and total
LHCS scores for your populaEion

2. Denographic infornation for your population (i.e. age, sex, race,
ethnicity and description of population such as orthopedic,
cardiovascular inpatients, etc. )

3. Any reliability estinates that you do as part of your study
4. A sunmary of your results

These data will assist in the further development of the validity and
reliability of the LHCS and ¡l so contribute to the developnent of a nornative
data base. Data which you provide ne will be used for this purpose onJ.y.

I hope you find the LHCS useful in your research. Please contact rne lrirh any
questions or comments you have about the scafe and its use in your research.

Sincerely,

Shirley Cloutier I-afftey, Ph.D., R.N.
Associate Professor
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HEALTIT CONCEPTION SCALE

Below are 28 statements to descrlbe Èhe meaníng that "heaLthÍ or ,'belng
healthyt' may have for an lndlvidual. Depending on lour put"onar conceptionof health, you may agree or dÍsagree with Ehe;taËe;ents. Beside eachstatemenÈ Ís a scare s¡hich ranges from_ strongry drsagree (t) to "aroilryagree (6). For each 1tem, we would like you tã circie the nuu¡ber r¡hich bestrepresents the extent to l¡hlch you disagree or agree wlth the statetrent. Themore strongly you disagree r¡1th a state'ent, then the 1or¡er wtrr be thenumber you cÍrcle. Th-" more strongly you agree with a state'ent, then thehlgher ç¡111 be the nunber you circie. Please make sure that you ans!¡er everyitem and that you clrcre only one nu¡nber per ltem. inr" r" a rneasure of yourpersonal conceptl0n of health; there are no rlght or lrrong answers.

"Healthrt or ttbef.ng healthytt means:

q,
ooþc, oo q.|

f¡ (! cJÒOøt¡0,
tlrl66OJ(ôê
ãòoêàà<ñ>ìooo>r
F{uorUF{
ò0(EþÉòo
E¡¡Ò0Crl¡C
OOJOA,TqTOL¡'OOþ.c'l¡uO+{ÒOOu
U)EA

I.

2.

J.

4.

6.

8.

Feeling great - on top of the ç¡orld

Being able to adjust to changes tn ny surroundings

FulfÍlllng my daily responsibfliries

Belng free from symptoms of dlsease

Being able to do those thlngs I have to do

Not requirlng a doctorrs servÍces

Creatively IivÍng life ro rhe fullesc
AdJustlng to llfe's changes

Not requlring pi1ls for illness or dlsease

Befng able to function as expected

Not being under a doctorts care for fllness
12. Faclng each day with zest and enthusiasm

O 1983 by Shfrley Cloutfer
Unlverslty of Callfornla,

56

56

10.

il.

Laffrey, PhD, RN
San Francfsco
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13.

14.

r3+

456
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q)b

456

456

456
456
456
456

456
456
456
.+)b

¡q

16.

17.

18.

tq

Being able to cope wlth stressful evencs

Belng able to change and adJust to dernands rnade bv theenvlronment -

Not beJ.ng slck

Actuallzing ny hlghest and best asplrations

Adeguately carrylug our ¡ny daily responsibilitles

Lfving at top level

Adaptfng to thfngs as they really are, nor as I'd llke
the¡o to be

L 2 3

t2?

I2 3

l)1

lt2

t 2 3

L 2 3

121

L 2 3

20. T do not requlre ¡nedlcatfons I Z 3

21. CarryÍng on the normal funcrions of daily llvlng L 2 3

22. Coping wlth changes in my surroundings I Z 3

23. Reallzing ny ful1 porential I Z 3

24. Fulflllfng.ny responslbflf_tles as a husband/wffe/son/ L 2 3daughter/f rlend,/worker, etc.

25. Havfng no physlcal or mental fncapaclties

26. Performing at the expected 1evel

27. Not collapsfng under ordinary stress

28. lly nlnd and body functfon aÈ their hlghest level
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Appendix B

Permission/Health-promotinq Lifestvle profite
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Northern lllinois University ffl
DeKalb, lllinois 601 15-2854

Health Promotion Research Program
Social Science Research lnstitute

Ambulatory Cancer Clients Project
Cardiac Rehabilitation Project
Corporate Projecl
Older Adults Project

(81 5) 753-9670

iGnberley Hoqq

I^linnÍpeg, I4ani-toba
Canada

; *- Hcss:

Yotr have parnission to ì.lse the 48-ite¡n Health-P:rcnro@ in
yotr study of health-prorotj-ng lifesQrt Vou
may have copies rnade frcrn the form wlridr is enclosed. Content should not be
altered i¡ any way and the copyright/pa=nission statenrent at tàe er¡d rn:st be
re¡roduced.

There is no dtarge for approved research use, but I would appreciate rec-eiwing
a ccnplete report of your sEudy for our files. I^¡e are pa::ticularly interested
in i¡fornaLion about scores (rarrge, nean and standard deyiation) on tìe
LifesWle Profile, reliabilitl' coetficierrts, and corzelations w'ittr other
neasrred r¡ariables.

I am enclosing a list of published stuðies and a list of corpleted
dissertations whidr have r:sed the I¡lsryIe l5ofiþ, as well as a sumË.ra¡ of
the preliminary find.ings frcrn my ffi for:r recerrtly carpretea
str:dies withi¡ the Health Prcnrotion Research Prcatrarn have su¡ported the
reLiability and validiEr of the instn¡rent for use witÌ¡ older adults,
corPorate fitness prcgrdrn par-ticipants, ambulatory cancer clierrts, and cardiac
rehabilitation prca¡Gm par-Eici¡nnts. Í.¡e are noeJ pre¡nring !.eports of tÏ¡ese
str¡dies for ¡r:blication.
Eest, w:ishes with lour study.

Sincerely,

Susan rô¡f" !,talker, Ed.D., R.N.
Associate kofessor, @rontological lÌr:rsing arrd
Co-Director, HeaLth kcrrotion Research kcqram
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LIFESTYLE PROFILE

DIRECTIONS: Th¡s questionnaire conta¡ns statements regarding your present way of l¡fe or personal
habils' Please respond to each ¡tem as accurately as possibte. anã iry nòt to skip aríy lter. Ind¡cate theregularity with which you engage in each behavior by circting:

N for never, s for sometimes, o for often, or R for routinery.

1. Eat breakfast.

2- Report any unusual signs or symptoms to a physician.

3. Like myself.

4. Perform stretching exercises at least 3 t¡mes per week.

5. Choose foods without preservatives or other additives.

6. Take some time for relaxation each day.

7. Have my cholesterol level checked and know the result.

8. Am enthusiastic and optim¡st¡c about life.

9. Feel I am growing and changing personaily in positive directions.

10- Discuss personal problems and concerns with persons close to me.

1 1. Am aware of the sources of stress in my life.

12. Feel happy and content.

13. Exercise vigorously for 20-30 m¡nutes at least 3 times per week.

14. Eat 3 regular meals a day.

15. Read art¡cles or books about promoting health.

16. Am aware of my personal strengths and weaknesses.

17. Work toward long-term goals in my life.

18. Praise other people easily for their accomplishments.

19. Read labels to identify the nutrients in packaged food.

20. Question my physician or seek a second opinion when I do not agree w¡threcommendations.

21. Look forward to the future.

22. Parlicipate in supervised exercise programs or activ¡ties.

23. Am aware of what is important to me in life.

¡c
u¡

t¡,z
N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

ø
l¡, -,
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SOR
SOR
SOR
SOR
SOR
SOB
soR
SOR
SOR
SOR
SOR
SOR
SOR
SOR
SOR
soR
SOR
SOR
SOR

NSOR
NSOR
NSOR
NSOR



24. Enjoy touching and being touched by people close to me'

25. Maintain meaningful and lulfilling interpersonal relat¡onships.

26. Include roughage/fiber (whole grains, raw fruits, raw vegetables) in my diet.

2T.Practicere|axationormed¡tation..torli.Zominutesdai|y'

29. Discuss my health care concerns with qualified professionals-

29. Respect my own accomplishments'

30. Check my pulse rate when exercising'

31. Spend time with close friends'

32. Have my blood pressure checked and know what it is'

33. Attend educatiOnal programs on improving the environment in which we live.

34. Find each day interesting and challenging'

35. Plan or select meals to include the "basic four" lood groups each day.

36. Consciously relax muscles before sleep'

37. Find my tiving environment pleasant and satisfying'

3g. Engage in recreational physical activities (such as walking, swimming, soccer,

bicYcling).

39. Find it easy to express concern, love and warmth to others'

40. Concentrate on Pleasant thoughts at bedt¡me'

41. Find constructive ways to express my feelings'

42. Seek information from health professionals about how to take good care of

mYself.

43.observemybodyatleastmonth|yforphysicalchanges/dangersigns'

44. Am realistic about the goals that I set'

45. Use specific methods to control my stress'

46. Attend educational programs on personal health care'

47. Touch and am touched by people I care about'

48. Believe that my life has purpose'

rh
t¡J
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o s. walker, K. Sechrist, N. pender, 1gg5. Repfoduct¡oî w¡lhout author's express wfitten consenl ¡s not perm¡tted' Permission to

use rhis scate may oe oora,neiiiã.i nããrin Ciomot¡on Researcn program. sihoolol Nursing. Northern lll¡no¡s universilv. DeKalb.

lllino¡s 60115.
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Appendix C

Demoqraphic Information

Please circle the appropriate response.

(1) mal-e (2) femate

How J-ong have you been participating in this fitness
nrnnram ?r! vY

(1) less than 6 months (3) 13 months - 2 years
(2) 7 months 12 months (4) more than 2 vears

How old were you on your birthday?

years old

Marii.a'l Sl-ei-r¡c.

( 1) SingJ-e
(2) Married
(3) Separated

(4) Divorced
(5) Widow (er)

Education, circre the highest number of years completed.

GradeSchool L 2 3 4 S 6 I B

Hiqh School 9 10 11 1_2 l-3
University or Post Secondary L4 15 16 L7
Graduate 1_8 L9 20 2L

In what range was your household income las1- vear?

(1) under $10,000 (4) 30,000 39,999
(2) 10, 000 19,999 (5) 40,000 over
(3) 20, 000 29,999

Are you currentl-y employed?

( 1) Yes (2) No

If y€s, what is your job?

'Í ç .-l- ^!r-r flor wnat was your previous occupation?
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How woul-d you describe your healt.h now compared to last
year?

about the same better worse

How would you describe your heal_th no\tr compared to others
your age?

about the same better worse

Have you been tol-d you have a chronic ill_ness?

yes no

If yes, please specify
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Laffrev Heal_th Conception Scale

Scorinq Tnstructions

An individual-'s score on the LHcs is obtained for each

dimension of heal-th conception and then for the totat scale.

The score for each dimension is obtained by summing the

score of the items:

Clinical- Heal-th Score = Items 4 + 6 + 9 + l_l- + l_5 + 20 +

25

Role Performance/Functional- Health score = rtems 3 + 5 +

1_0+L'7+21_+24+26

Adaptive Health Score : ftems 2 + B + l_3 + 1,4 + l-9 + 22

-|- zt

Eudaimonistic Heal-th Score : ftems 1 + i + 12 + 1,6 + 18

+23+29

The total score = Items 1 to 28
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Appendix E

Health-Promotinq Lifestvle profile

Scorinq Instructions

An individual's score on the HpLp is obtained for each

subscale and then for the totar scare. The score for each

subscale is obtained by summing the scores of the items:

Self -actual-ization = Items 3, B, g , !2, 16, Il , 2L, 23,

29, 34, 37 , 44, 4g

Heal-th Responsibility : ftems 2t J | 15, 20, 28, 32, 33,

42, 43, 46

Exercise = Ttems A- 1a, 22, 30, 38

Nutrition : Items 1-t 5, 14, 19, 26, 35

Interpersonal Support = Items 10, 18,24,25,3I,39, 47

Stress Management: ftems 6, II,2fr 36, 40, 4I, 45

The total- score = Items 1 to 48

Scoring

Never (N) = 1

Sometimes (S) = 2

Often (O) : 3

Routinely (R) = 4
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Appendix F

ExplanatÍon of the Studv

You are invit.ed to participate in a research study. The

study is concerned with hearth-promoting behaviors of older

adults and what health means to them. rf vou are 55 vears ofJ'* J

age or older, a fitness member, and live in the communitv

then you are eligibIe.

This study is being conducted by Kim Hogg, a student in
the Master of Nursing program at the university of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, ManÍtoba. The investigator, s thesís advisor is
Professor cynthia cameron, school of Nursing, university of

Maniroba (474-8240).

Your participation in the study i-s soleJ-y on a voruntary

basis. Your part in this study wil_1 involve completing a

questionnaire on the meaning of hearth and a questionnaire

on the heal-th behaviors you carry out. There are no right or

wrong answersi the questions pertain to you and how you feeÌ

about them. You will al-so be asked a few guestions about

your age and personal background. your participat.ion in this

study should take no more than 30 minutes of your time.

The study will be conducted after your fitness crass in

the following weeks or at a mutually convenient time. Arl
j-nformation will remain confidential-; your name will not be

recorded. The questionnaires wilt be identified onJ-y by code
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number. rf you do decide to participate, you wil_l_ be free to
withdraw at any time. you will also be free to anshrer only

those questions you feel comfortable in answerinq.

r appreciate your considerat.ion of this invitation to
participate.

Yours sincereJ-y,

Kimberley Hogg
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Appendix G

Consent Form

This certifies that Il
agree to participate in the study conducted by Kim Hogg, a

Master's student in Nursing at the university of Manitoba.
Thi e qi- rrrl¡¡ i <rr¡ro oLuuJ -¡-S Concerned with health-promoting behaviors of
older adults and what health means to them. r have been

given an explanation of the study and have had an

opportunity to ask questions.

r understand that my participation wilr- involve
completing a questionnaire on heal-th-promoting behaviors and

a questionnaire on the meaning of health. There are no right
or wrong ans\^/ersi the questions pertain to me and how r feel
about them- r wirl ar-so be given a short form to complete

which asks a few questions about my age and personal

background. rt. wilr- probabry take no more than 30 minut.es of
my time to complete the questionnaires.

f understand that information r give wir-I be compired

with other respondents. My name wi]l not be recorded,. my

identification wilt remain anonymous. rt wirl not be

possibre to identify me in any future publication that miqht
arise from this study.

r have been informed that arr information wirr_ be stored
in a locked cabinet during t.he study; all_ questionnaires
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wil-l be destroyed at the conclusion of the study. I

understand that I am participating voluntarily and that I am

free to withdraw at any time. I am also free to answer onty

those questions I feel comfortabl-e in answering'. f

understand that my participation wil-l- be of no direct

benefit to me but wil-l- contribute to knowl-edqe on health of

older people.

If necessary, f am aware that I may contact Kim Hogg at

or her advisor, Professor Cynthia Cameron, at

during the study. My signature below indicates my

willingness to participate in the study.

(Participant ) ( Investigator)

I would like a summary of the result.s of this study made

avail-able to me at this f itness facilitv.

Yes No
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Ethical Approval
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The Universicy of llanicoba

SCHOOL OF NURSING

ETHIC.AL REVIEW CO}ûfITTEE

Proposal Number N#90/11

Proposal ri¿le: "The Relationship Between Definition of Health
and Hearth-Promoting Behaviors of order Adurts participating
in Fitness Facilities'/P:roÇrams ; I'

Na¡ne and TÍt1e of
Researcher(s): Kimberley 4ogg'

Master of Nursinq Graduate Student

Date of Revieç¡: May 07, 1990 -

DecisÍon ef Çemls¡ss¡ Approved:!faY 17/90 Noc Aþproved:

Approved upon receipc of che follosing .:hanges:

APPRO\IED with Changes submitted on trtay 16, l99O-

NOTE: Position

Any significant changes in the proposal should be reporËed to the
Chairperson for the Ethical Revier¡ Com¡oitEeers consideraÈion, in advance
of implemencation of such changes.

Àt,

Dare: ///^t /7 /1?0
T ffiD;-ch"irPerso"

University of Manitoba
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Appendix f

Letter Requestinq Access: Site A

Winnrpeg, Manit.oba
R
()

May 22, 1990
Executive Director
Fitness Facility
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Dear Executive Director:

As a Masters' student in nursing at the university of
Manitoba, r am conducting research in the area of health andaging. specifically, r pran to examine the definition ofhealth and the health-promoting behaviors of older adurts.
Enclosed prease find a proposal which includes a further
explanation of the study. The purpose of this letter is torequest access t.o your facility for the recruitment of
volunteers from the fitness program.

The study is being supervised by a thesis committee
consisting of c. cameron, Associate professor, school- ofNursing, (committee chairperson),' K. char-mers, Assistanc
Professor, School of Nursing,. M. Searle, Associate
Professor, Facurty of physical Education and Recreation
studies. Arf of t.he above committee members are currentl-y atthe university of Manitoba. Ethicar approval for the study
has been received from the Ethical Review committee, school
of Nursing in May, 1990. Evidence of approval by the
Committee is also encl_osed.

The time requirements for the study vol-unteers shourd
not be more than 1,/2 hour. The data coll_ection phase shoul_d
be completed within 3-4 mont.hs. A summary of the study
results will be submitted to the fitness faciritv.

r am requesting that the fitness facil-ity Etñica1 Review
committee review the proposal. rf you have any questions
regarding the proposal, r woul-d be pleased to meet with you
at your convenience. Thank you for your t.ime and
consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Kimberley Hogg, BSN
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Appendix J

Letter Requestinq Access: Site B & Site C

nniceg, Manitoba

)

September 24,1990

Director
Fitness Facility/Proqram
Vüinnipeg, Manitoba

Dear Director:

As a Masters' student in nursing at the University of
Manitoba, r am conducting research in the area of health and
aging. specifically, r am examiníng the definition of health
and the health-promoting behaviors of older adults
participating in fitness facilities/programs. The purpose of
this letter is to request access to your facility for the
recruitment of vol-unteers from the fitness program.

The study is being supervised by a thesis committee
consj-stíng of C. Cameron, Associate professor, SchooI of
Nursing, (Committee Chairperson) ,. K. Chal-mers, Assistant
Professor, School of Nursing; M. Searle, Associate
Professor, Faculty of Physical Education and Recreatíon
Studies. Alr of the above committee members are currentry at
the university of Manítoba. Ethical- approval for the study
has been received from the Ethicar Review committee, school_
of Nursing. Evidence of approval by the Committee is
enclosed.

The time requirements for the study volunteers should
not be more than 1,/2 hour. If you have any questions
regarding the study, r would be preased to meet with you at
your convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

w'l
K

I

Kimberley Hogg, BSN


